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Page 5b
Many students began working
out in the well ness center when
they returned to school to shed
those extra holiday pounds.

Page lb
Racers play at TennesseMartin Saturday as they continue to battle for the lead in the
Ohio Valley Cl~nfercnce.
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Budget proposal leaves MSU behind
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@rhenews.org
After years of planning and two
phases of construction. the new Science Complex may be at a standstill.
Murray State wa~ the only public
university in the StntC to be left out or
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's 2006-08 capital
budget items catl'gory of the proposed state budget, Hccording to the
Office of State Budget Director's Web
site.
The proposal did not include a
monetary allotment to fund Phase Ill
' of the science complex.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said
the governor's burlget did indude
agency bonds to help build new rl•sidential colleges but left out the science building.
"I don't know why that is tbc case,
but I will be pursuing the rationale for

that," Winter~ said. "I was disappoint·
ed that it wasn't in there."
Winters, chairman of the Senate
Education Committee, described the
science complex as an important project, especially since the University
chose to build It in three stages,
beginning with biology a'n d chemistry.
"It seemed quite logical that this
one would be included this rime,"
Winters said. "I haven't studied it in
great detail yet to know why it hasn't
been included, but I will be."
Though \Vinters expressed disappointment ahuut the .science complex,
he did commend Pletcher for other
educational decisions.
Overall, Winters was pleased to see
the governor expressed an interest in
education.
To comment more fully on the budget proposal and how it could affect
the diStrict, Winters said he would

have to closdy review it.
Interim Uniwrsity President Kern
Alexander said the governor's budget
proposal treated Murray State poorly.
He talked with representatives and
senators Wednesday tofmd allies and
said many legislators still support the
University.
Alexander said the Council on Postsecondary Education listed Phase Ill
of the science complex as fifth on its
priority list for funding across the
state.
"Murray State unaccountably was
left out," Alexander said. "There's no
good rationale for it. We were a priority for' the CPE."
Along with the science complex's
absence, Alexander also voiced a con·
cern over the proposed 1.5 percent
increase- for base funding at the University, which he said will barely
cover oasic overhead costs.
Though the specifics are unclear,

he said if the University only receives
a 1.5 percent increase, it will b<.' forced
into a critical budgetary situation.
Stopping this from happening,
Alexander said, is his top priority in
Frankfort.
"There seemed to be no plan to
support basic funding," Alexander
said. "When the state doesn't give us
any money, guess who has to pay? the poor students."
The governor's budget proposal
includes $465.4 million in new bond
funding, according to the state's Web
site. Research at the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville were listed as p riorities.
The budget proposes $75.9 million
for the University of Kentucky to
complete a new biologicaVphannaceutical complex.
The University of Louisville also
may receive $65.9 million toward the
construction of the next phase of the

Health Sciences Center' Research
facility.
Mike Goins, spokesperson for the
state budget office, said the office
faces many conflicting issues when
deciding what to fund and how much
funding to grant compared to particu·
lar request~.
"You have to h1ok at the cost associated with the proposed projects,"
Goins said.
In a tight budget time, Goins said
the office received an abundance of
requests and all of them could not be
met. However. he pointed out Murray
State was not left out of the budget
completely because $12.1 million in
agency b(lnds were recommended to
aid in construction of a new residential college.
Goins said agency bonds are issued
when debt payments arc financed by
agency ur restricted funds rather than
general or road funds.

I

Campus, Company buys Murray Place, complexes
community
remember
activist
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
cwuchner@thenews.org
Despite tht' wcatllcr conditions, more
than 200 students, faculty and community members gathered Monday in the Cur. ris Center Large Ballroom to celebrate
the life and legacy of Martin Luther King,
Jr.
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity hosted thl~
event, which African American Student
Services and Etlinil.: Programs sponsored.
The fraternity used the march to kickoff a
week of acth·ities to remember the civil
rights activist, a fellow Alpha Phi Alpha.
Richard Rowland, alumnus from
Louisville and member of Alpha Phi
Alpha, said the University community has
observed the holiday with similar pro·
grams since the mid-1990s.
"We believe unity in the community is
a very important thing and Martin Luther
King stands for unity," Rowland said.
Brianna Fields, senior from Murray,
atremls many events involving black history and cncoura~cs her friends to partie·
ipate.
"People forget how much has been
done for them and, they take it for granted," Fields said. ''This reiterates the stuff
Martin Luther King did and hl)W much
h:1s been done in the civil rights movement."
The program began with Don Rubcrtson. viet> president of Student Aff:tirs,
welcoming the crowd. In his speech,
Robertson said King'S legacy should be a
part of everyone's life.
"We all have" rnlc and part to play and
by each of us living the 'dream', we will
ultimately reach the goals set by l>r.
KinK.'' Robertson S<lid. "It takes cwryonc
doing tbeir part and taking a stand,"
Joshua Watkins, Mr. MSU, led the
entire crowd in the singing of the Negro
National Anthem and Cicrra Pickens,
Miss Black and Gold, read n p0cm celebrating King's legacy.
The keynot{~ spcakct· for the event wus
the Rev. Terry Mackey, minister of Ully
uf the Valley Baptist Church.
In his speech, Mackey said the best way
to remember King's dreams is to first rec('gnizc his vision focused on economic
equality and civil rights.
"I think we shine the spotlight more on
how he was a champion for civil rights
and not as n1uch on hLo; fight ror cconum•
ic rights," Mackey said. "I think the marriage of those two items is a better shot at
what Dr. King was saying."
In his speech, Mackey said setbacks arc
set-ups for coml•-hacks. He also stressed
the importance of keeping Dr. King's
dream alive.
At the conclusion of the ceremony,
attendees lit candles and began the onemile march beginning and ending at the
Curris Center.
Amanda Berens, senior from Chicago.
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Many Murray State students who choose to live off campus choose Murray Place, 1700 Lowes Drive in Murray, for temporary
housing while attending school. Murray Place, along with several other complexes, were recently sold to another company.

Resident life to stay
the same after sale
Lucas M iller
Contributing Writer
Place Properties, which owned
Murray Place and apartment complexes at several other universities,
!\old its portfolio Jan. 6 to Education
Trust Realty.
However, Murray Place residents
need nut worry abtlUt drastic
changes.
Kim Rryan, husiness manager of
Murray Place, said in a press release
t~at residents will not witness any
changes with management or rent.
She said there was no reason to
inform the residents of the business
transat•tion becau~c nothing would
change.
Education Trust Realty will act as
a third-party manager but will not

become involved in regular transactions.
Jessica Nix, a spokeswoman for
Place Properties, said residents
should not sec any real effects other
than a different t)wner.
"The residents will not notice anything different because nothing has
really changed," Nix said.
Educathm Trust Realty, which
trades publicly on the New York
Stock t-;xchange as EDR, focuses
exclusively on collegiate student
housing and is one of the largest
owners and operators of collegiate
student housing in the country,
"We expect our portfolio purchase of tup properties in these
selected regional markets not only to
hasten our growth but ro prlwidc
EDR with strategic and tangible ben-

Frtn

Cummtns/7hco New'

Four residents share a common living area at Murray Place.
efits for yt:'ars," said Paul 0. Bower,
Education Trust Realty president, in
the press release.
The Jan, 6 transaction totalt•d $195
million in cash and officially transrerred ownership from Place Proper-

ties of Atlanta. to Education Trust
Realty. The acquisition included the
transfer of 13 collegiate student

seeLOCAL /3
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New!'> Editor:

Stephani~

CAMPus BRIEFLY

Zeller

Phone: 762.446R

•Police

1:16 a.m. A security b'Uard reported
wires hanging out of the Handicap
button that opens the front doors of
. the Biology Building. Central Plant
was notified.
1()-.24 a.m. A caller from Clark College reported a bicycle theft. The
bicycle was found and r~turncd to
its owner because it was registered
\\'ith Public Safety.
3:54 p.m. Public Safety received
notice of <:omeone at the Curris
Center having a :;ei:r.ure in the fitness center. Emergency Medical
Services was notified and the person was transported. A report was
taken.
ll:38 p.m. A caller reported a Murray State employee harassed a conrractor. A report was taken but was
discovered to be unfounded.

Friday, Jan. 13

Early Wednesday, sn ow still lightly covers building tops, cars and the
ground. The above b uilding is a house located between Elizabeth College and the Baptist Campus Ministries building.

Council hosts workshop
~
or teachers at University
The Kentucky Council on Econnmic
Education will host a free workshop for
teachers of grades four through U Monday at Murray State.
The event will last fr(lm 4 to 7 p.m. in
Room 201 of the Business Building North.
Hilliard Lyons is sponsoring th~ workshop to show tea<.·hers how to relate math
core content to real-worlJ investing.
The workshop will cover math applications and provide an overview of the
Stock Market Game. Compctirjon for the
program will begin Tuesday.
Workshop participants will rccciw
professional development certificates, a
light dinner. free resources and a certificate for three free teams for the spring
2006 Stock Market Gaml! in Kentucky
programs.
For more information, contact BarTy
Brown, dire<.1or Qf the ~urray State center for Economic Education, at 762- 1277.

who serves alcohulic beverages in the
Murray are<~.
Anyone who completes the training
will receive certification that will be valid
for three years in Kentucky.
The session will include information
on the responsible sale :md service of
alcoholic beverages.
The training costs' $35 per person, but
the fcc includes all materials. Also. CARH
will pay for the first 30 Murray State students to attend the training.
Anyone intcr<.•stcd in attending can
contact Judy l.yle before Monday at
judy.lyle@murraystate.edu. The e-mail
will need to include the date pt'ople want
to athmd, aphont' number, e-mail address
and the name of the person who works :It
a business that serves alcohol and the
!lame of that business.

Study abroad group holds
2 informational sessions
CultL\r~tl Experiences Abroad will hold
information sessions at 10 a.m. and 11
a.m. Tuesday in the Curris Center Mis·
sissippi Room.
The program offers courses In
Argentina, Australia, Costu Rica. England, Ireland, Italy, Mexico, Spain,
France , the Czech Republic and Hungary.

Coalition plans training
to raise alcohol awareness
The MSU Coalition for Alcohol Risk
Education will partner with the Alcohol
Beverage Control Office and the city of
Murray to host two Server Trainings in
Alcohol Regulations from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
)an. 29. and Feb. 12 in thl' Curris Center
Barkley Room.
The training will benefit those who
host parties where alcohol is available. It
also will be a requirement for anyone

Melissa Kilcoyne, r:ditor in Chitj. compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like co submit
information for Campus Briefly. phone
762·4480.
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Thursday, Jan. 12

Andrea Chapman/The News

The Murray State News

12:02 a.m. A caller reported the
front dO<)r of Franklin College was
not latching properly. Central Plant
was notified.
10'.33 a.m. A concerned parent called
after being unable to contact a student. Contact was made in Regents
College.
,
4:12 p.m. Winslow Dining Hall personnel advised tlley were having
trouble setting the alarm and will
call the alarm company.
7:52 p.m A caller reported keys left
in a vehicle. An officer retrieved the
keys and took them to Public Safety.
The officer called the director of
transportation and advised the
vehicle no longer ran. Keys were
left on the floorboard. No rt'port
was taken.

Saturday, Jan. 14
10:44 a.m. A caller reported an odd
odor and steam coming from a
hole in the floor of a room of the
Lowry Center. The steam was condensating on equipment above the
hole. Central Plant was notified.
No repor t was taken.
3:01 p.m. An officer found people
in Racer Arena who were not supposed to be there. Kid:> were playing basketball but not causing a
problem. No report was taken.
6:09 p.m. A caller reported no hut
water in College Courts apartment
No. 601. Central Plant was notified .
lB6 p.m. A caller reported clothes
in a lot behind a vehicle outside
Regents Colle~e. Officer made
contact with the owner. Everything appeared normal.

Sunday, Jan. IS
4:24 a.m. A caller reported a hole
next to the sidcwalk"behind the
Lowry Center. Central Plant was
advised.
11:42 a.m. A Clark College caller
reponed his room keys did not lit
the door. Centr:ll Plant was notifit.•d

of a request for a new lock.
3:11p.m. A caller reported a pipe in
room 203 ofElizabeth College leaking water. Central Plant was notified.
5:33 p.m. A Collcgl' Courts caller
reportrd he was locked out of a
vehicle in front of Hart Colkge. An
oft1cer opened the vehicle. Everything appeared normal.
9:59p.m. The Franklin CoUcge residence director reported a water
leak in the ceiling of Room 128.

Monday, Jan. 16
12:08 p .m. A caller from Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center requested
interior doors be unlocked for a
campus event. An officer assisted
the subject.
12:24 p.m. An officer advised the
Murray State gates would not
close. Central Plant was notified.
1:49 p.m. A ca11cr reported items
mis~ing from his White College
room. Caller was referred ttl Housing.
2:13 p .m. The Regents College residence director requested emergency maintenance. A room lock
was broken. A report was taken.
2:41 p.m. A caller reported a motor
vehicle accident without injury.
An accident report was taken.
2:42p.m. A caller rcported .a subject trapped in an elevator on the
first floor of Faculty Hall. Central
Plant was notified. Subject called
back ;md said they were off the
elevator.
5:48 p .m. A caller reported 13
rooms on the seventh floor of Hart
College did not have heat. Central
Plant was advised the list of rooms
would be at the front desk.
9:54 p.m. A caller reported he
could not get the alarm system to
set. They requested extra patrol
and said the alarm would be
checked in the murning.

Tuesday, Jan. 17
9:12 a.m. A caller reported suspicious people in the area o f I fancock Biological Station. Information was taken.
9:23 a.m. A caller reported p"ople
trapped in the elevator of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the fifth
floor. Facilities Management was
notifieJ. Facilities Management
h"lped subjects off the elevator.
10:13 a.m. A caller reported being
harassed on Pnyne Street. The ·
case was referred to Calloway
County Sheriffs Department.
ll'04 a.m. A caller requested Emergency Medical Services at Cbrk
College. A subject had fallen and
hurt his back. EMS transported the
suhject to Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Emergency Room.
11:34 a.m. An officer reported a

motor vehicle accident on 16th
Street by Wells Hall. There were
no injuries. Murray Police D<.•partment was notified. A Public Safety
ofticer was sent to control traffic.
11:48 a.m. A caller repo rt~d a
child's parents nt•eded to be contacted to pick up the child. No contact was made. Caller reported
parent had arrived.
12:32 p.m. A caller reported items
missing from a resid ential apartment in College Courts. A report
was taken.
4:12p.m. A caller advised members
of the Grounds Crew would be in
about 5 a.m. to spread sand and ice
melt.
4:36 p.m. A caller requested help
with the doors of a University
vehicle that were frozen shut. Officers ad\'ised doors were locked
and secured the doors.
7:03 p.m. An oflicer observed a
person loading a bench from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
person said the bench had been
given away but could not verify.
The bench was returned ro the
building. A report was taken.

Wednesday, Jan. 18
8;59 a.m. A callL•r reported a motor
vehicle accident without injuries.
A report was taken.
12:56 a.m. A caller reported a car
missing from a parking lot at 15th
Street and Olive Blvd. The Ritz
Salon towed the car via a wrecker
service. It was returned to the
owner.
3:46 p.m. A caller reported a missing student. The student was not
located where he was supposed to
be for parent contact. The parent
was contacted.
7:15 p .m. A security guard at the
exposition center reported something in the arena ceiling making a
popping noise. Central Plant was
advised it was probably a fan.
8:36p.m. A driver walked in Public
Safety because he was locked out
of the vehicle. Officer opened the
vehicle. A report was taken.
9:58 p .m. An officer checked on a
vehicle on the sidl!walk in front of
White College. Offker advised the
owner to move the vehicle.
11:53 p.m. An officer issued a verbal
warning to a driver at 16th and
Farmer streets for failure to illuminate vehicle headlights.
Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests- 0

Melissa Kilcoyne, Editor in Chief,
compiles Police Beat with marerials
I1ublic Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed. For a
complete listing, visit" www.thenews.org.
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Local apartment complex keeps management after s~le
From Pagel

Other Place Properties

housing communities with a total of 5,894
beds.
However, Murray Place was not the
only apartment complex purchased.
Education Trust Realty purchased new
communities in six states. Western Place,
a 504-bcd housing complex serving Western Kentucky University students, was
included in the purchase.
Place Properties sold its properties
then leased the properties back to existing management under a renewable, fiveyear lease agreement with Education
Trust Realty, accordin~ to the press
release.
"The sale-leaseback structure allows us
to grow our company, our holdings and
our revenues without growing our overhead at these individual properties,"
Bower said in the press release. "This is a
very efficient way for us to enter into
these regional markets, keeping experienced managers with local knowledge on
the job as we help enhance operations."
Across the country, Education Realty
Trust owns just more than 36,000 beds at
59 properties near college campuses. It is
developing an additional 5,590 beds.
Rent at Murray Place starts at $299 per
month. It offers two and four-bedroom,
fully furnished apartments.

• T:roy Place, a 408-bed community
in Alabama
• Jacksonville Place, a 504-bed com~
munity in Alabama
• Statesboro Place, a 528-bed community in Georgia
• Macon Place, a 336-bed communi..
ty in Georgia
• Clayton Place I and II. 854-bed
communities in Georgia
• Carrollton Place, a 336-bed community in Georgia
• River Place, a 504-bed community

0

in Georgia.
• Western Place, a 504-bed community in Kentucky
• Cape Place, a 360-bed community
in Missouri
• Clemson Place. a 228-bed community in South Carolina
• Berkeley Place, a 480-bed community in South Carolina
• Martin Place, a 334-bcd community in Tennessee
f'rin Cummin~flhe New~

Residents at Murray Place rent their own rooms and bathrooms but usually share a common living area. The above picture shows a typical bedroom at the apartment complex

University honors
King with events
From Pagel
liked the program, especially
the speakers' approach.
"Coming from Chicago, I
feel that Murray is much closl.!r to where the civil rights
movement took place," Berens
said. "I want to support the
strives that were made."
She also said the turn out of
both races surprised her.
"I was amazed at how biracial the event was," Berens
said. "It seems like there was
a lot of unity."
Termaine Shellman, senior
from Louisville, said the event
took about three months to
plan.
"I was really eJ(cited about
what Rev. Mackey spoke
about," Shellman said. "It was
a message that spoke about
Martin Luther King · and furthered the ministry of Martin
Luther King."
.
Although the event attracted more students this year
than in 2005, Steve Horwood,

Clark College head, said of the
entire student body at Murray.
200 isn't enough.
"The white people need to
know about this as much as
the black people," Horwood
said.
To continue Martin Luther
King celebrations, Alpha Phi
Alpha planned a discussion
called "Ca'n Racism Affect
Black Society?" But the program was rescheduled for a
determined date.
"We really want to dq this
program, but we want to affect
a larger audience, so we are
going to move it to a later
date,'' said Kyrus Harrington,
senior from East Saint Louis,

Ill.
To conclude the celebrations. a gospel concert will
take place at 7 p.m. Friday, Jon
27 in the Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Performers include
Voices of Praise, Christ
Ambassadors Worship Team
and Fish, a Christian rap and
Rhythm and Blues artist.

Murray State con.tinues
search for new president
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szellc.>r@thenews.org

f Board of Regents Chairman
Don Sparks said the University
remains on track to find a new
president.
"Our goal is to have the candidates. the finalists on campus by the end of the Spring
semester," Sparks said. "It'll be
three or four months before
we have (the process) completed if we make our
timetable."
The Board of Regents voted
10-to-1 Dec. 2 in closed session
to hire Korn/Fcrry International to help search for F.
King Alexander's replacement.The firm also helped the
board during the 1994 and 2001
presidential searches.
Sparks said thl' University is
advertising in educ:nional publications,
including
The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
People interested in the
position arc asked to send in
their resume, he said. The
search firm receives the applications and completes preliminary screenings.
"Basically, they're doing the
work right now," Sparks said.
"They have a lot more contacts
than we have."
The board will meet the consultants and have lunch Monday, after which the board
members will go into executive session.
Once the search firm has
narrowed the selection down
to four or five candidates, each
finalist will meet with the
board members, have dinner
and meet faculty and staff.
In December. thl' executive
committee presented two res-

olutions regarding the traits
the members would prefer to
have in a new president and
asked the faculty senatt> to
consider both.
According to the document,
the committee resolved to
have a president "with traits
similar to those which we
believe have been crucial to
the success of President F.
King Alexander."
It also listed certain traits
the members find important:
an earned doctorate or terminal degree appropriate to his
or her discipline, success in
academic fu ndraising and
responsiveness to faculty,
staff, students and alumni concerns.
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale went through a
simHar process in June.
According to documents on
the university Web site, the
Board of Trustees created a
s'e arch timetable. which estimated the new president
would be announced in
December 2005 at the earliest.
However, Misty Whittington,
executive secretary to the
Board of Trustees, said SIUCarbondale had a president by
November 2005.
Uke Murray State, SlU-Carbondale interviewed search
firms.
Whittington,
who
served as staff support for the
search, sajd the university
chose Baker/Parker from
Atlanta.
SIU-C officials also created
the 2005 Presidential Search
Advisory Committee, which
did not consist of all Board of
Trustees members.
Said Whittington: "That
search committee involved 22
members from different constituency groups on campus."
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OPINION
Textbooks limit student spending

Why do you think
college textbooks are
so expensive?

"It's like a supply
and demand
thing."
Brittany Meredlth
11'9shman. Eddyvills

"Because the
students are
required to have
the books, so they
can charge
whatever they
want."

The staff editorial is the majority
For instance, some Humanities
opinion of the editorial board ofThe 212 sections ' require six textMurray State News. TJte editorial books for reading materials.
board L<; composed of all section ediWhen classes begin this week,
tors.
most professors will make up
As the national debt continues
1,000 excuses why students need
to rise, so do college textbook
these books.
prices. Spending between $300
A major problem with the
and $500 a semester on textamount of requir«!d textbooks is
books has become the norm at
the amount of time students
Murray State.
actually usc each textbook.
When many students sold
Students become aggravated
back their textbooks to the Uniwhen they spend $100 for a textversity Store last semester, they
)>ook. Then, the professor only
were dumbfounded to find they
uses it for a few weeks, or after
did not even receive one-third of
they take the first test, in whlch
the original price they paid. In
they realize all the questions
fact, many students feel lucky if
were based on lecture.
they get $100 back total.
Blackboard has made textAnd it seems the more money books even more useless. Now.
students pay for textbooks, the professors are choosing to post
ID:Ore books professors require their clnss notes online. and
for their sections.
instead of students reading their

Daniel Roe
freshman, Pltducah

"They're
expensive because
the school wants
to get as much
money as
possible."
I\
Margaret Tbieneman
sentor, Fairdale

" ·Because there is
a textbook
monopoly.''

shop for textbooks and make an
attempt to get a reasonable price
is to shop a round for the cheapest prices, availability of textbooks and the sell-back price.
Students should find out if
their textbooks can be sold back
at the end of the semester.
Standing in line for 10 minutes
o nly to find their textbooks can not be sold can send students
into a screaming match with the
service workers.
Selling your books to an alternate bookstore can sometimes
prove more profitable.
Searching for the best prices
can take time, but in the end, it
can be worth it. Paying the
wholesale price and the market
price can be the difference
between McDonald's $1 menu
and Hardee's $6 burgers.

RoUND TABLE co
Does racism still exist today?

Alex Griendllng
jvnJor, Elizsbslhlown

Rashod T<1ylor/Tht• News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief/Photography Editor •
762-6877

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor

textbooks. Blackboard may
become their main source of
instruction.
The University Store and
Bradley's bookstore compete
each semester for customers.
The University bookstore provides students on-campus service, while Bradley's Bookstore
guarantees cheaper textbooks.
Many students have converted
to online shopping. Ebay and
Amazon provide students with
quick and easy searches to find
textbooks. Both. companies can
also guarantee arrival dates.
The limited amount of books
provided by both bookstores can
frustrate students. Sold-out
books can take weeks for students to receive if they are on
back order.
The best way for students to

"People may look at that
as more diversity than
racism, but I see racism in
it."
"Yes. To me, in my personal opinion, I don't think it's as it used to be,
but yes. I am a social work major,
and we discussed racism a lot in my
pervious class.
It's also a North and South thing.
When I visit up North, it's not as
common and out there as is down
here in the South, and I noticed that
when I went to Georgia a few months
ago.
Like even here in the University,
whites tend to stick with whites and
then you see the blacks or you see

Mexicans or you sec Asi.1ns. I still
feel like it's still diverse. I mean, even
if you walk into the T Room. you'll
see a group here and then you'll see
another group there.
It may not be racLc;m, but I feel like
it is what my social work professors
were telling me.
Dr. (Peggy) Munch was telling me
how we tend to stick with prople we
are familiar with and comfortable
with. People may look at that as more
diversity than racism, but I sec
racism in it.
I still think (racism) is really big
bccausl' you should be able to feel
comfortable with it. I find myself
doing it. I tend to he around more
people I am familiar with. It's not so

much about skin, but maybe I see a
small group here and I might feel
more comfortable with small group.
Even at this college, you still hear
remarks from people and you hear
people saying words back and forth
to one another. I still don't think it is
as big as it usc to be, but we still face
racism today."
Tammy Flincheum
Sophomore
Sedalia
Social work major

"Yes, definitely. I still think racism
exists. There is still affirmative
action, which is kind of racist to me
because they chose minorities to
work somcwhen• so they ~:an just say
'Well, we have this many minorities,'
so we're all right.' lfs all about numbers and stuff.
I mean, then~ is rncism on differcm
levels other than ethnicity, like what
you do <lnd what class you arc a nd
how much money you make ...
There·s probabl)' a way to solve
racism."

"I mean, there is racism on dif- · Luke Short
Sophomore
fereot levels other than
Ncbo
ethnicity."'
Creative writin'g major

762-4468
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Rockelle Gray
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Janet Robb
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The Murray State News strives to be the Unl·
varsity commumty's source for information
Our goal is to present that Information In a
fair and unbiased manner and also provtde a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum. Student ed1tors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning enwonment for students
interested In JOUrnalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and. its editors should devel·
op their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Mur- .
ray State News free. Additional copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.
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Cheerleaders let down
MSU basketball crowd
During my recent visit to Murray
State, I had tht' pleasure of attending
several Racer basketball games.
While it is my honor to watch one of
the most prestigious teams in the
ave compete, there is a larger issue
at hand I would like to discuss.
Sitting in the student sL•ction gave
me a first-rate look at the Murray
State cheerleaders. I was disgusted.
A cheerleader's responsibility is to
create an exciting. triumphant attitude in the audience. Instead, I was
face-to-face with individuals whose
uniforms were too small, legs too
white and whose cheers were completely uncoordinated. Put together,
that takes the crowd's attention awa}'
from the game to the cheerleaders as
they gossip amongst themselves and
eat and drink in front of the entire
audience.
,
In my opinion, the cheerleaders of
Murray State should aspire to be just
as prestigious as the team for whom
they cheer. This can be done by

working out, tanning, eating in pri·
vate and discussing personal matters
outside of the audience's presence.
Their entrance into the stadium
should be as big a deal as the team
coming out. The first time the audience sees them is when they ntn the
Murray State :flags around the court.
This is a lot of work, but I think
thl'SC things would make people
respect their job as cheerleaders.

Emily Wise
Murray State prospect
Murra}·

Congress bill proposes
consolidated loan rates
Immedintcly is not too soon for
even in-school students to protect
themselves against the vicious anticompetitive and anti-student legislation pas!'t~d by both houses of Congress during Christmas week. The
highly unfavorable·to·studcnts bill is
likely to be signed into law by the
President in early l;ebruary.
This legislation. as it currently

reads, will prevent students from
locking-in the current in-school/in·
deferment rate of 4.7 percent by con·
solidating their loans and would further curtail most students who have
ever consolidated from shopping
around for a lower rate no matter
how long their loan term or what
other lender offers them better
terms.
There is, however, just enough
time enough to "make hay while the
sun shines."
Students with direct loans may
lock-in the current rate of 4.7 percent
by simply contacting the U.S.
Department of Education and
requesting and completing an inschool consolidation application.
However, students whose loans
are held by lenders such as Sallie
Mae or Citibank • must initially
request "repayment status" (from
their own lender) and once that's
granted, immediately request "inschool deferment status" before consolidating to get the fixed 4.7 percent
interest rate.
According to the Department of

Education, "repayment status'' is a
requirement for in-school consolida·
tion for FfEL borrowl.!rs (those having loans held by lenders other rhan
the U.S. Department of Education's
Direct Loan program) and "in-school
deferment status" presently guarantees the lowest consolidation interest
rate.
January 2006. while the Congress
is in recess. is the time to make this
financially prudt•nt move. Once the
legislators return to W:~shington in
February, this short window of
opportunity could be permanently
eliminated and students who failed
to take this action will be stuck with
repaying possibly thousands of dol·
lars for which they would not be otherwise accountable.
The gift of cash in the pocket is
certainly worth the time and effort. It
is indeed worth putting your tingcr
on the dial-pad to make :1 phone call.

C. Victoria Patrick
Non-student
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Anti-war activists protest
at soldier's funeral service
In My
Opinion

Segregation
never ended?
Can you imagine going to a
basketball game and all the
basketball players being white?
What about going out to eat
and being turned away
because you arc with a black
friend?
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
was obscrvcll Jan. 16. Despite
Kings' many accomplishments
with civil rights, the acceptance of race is still a ongoing
problem.
Have you
ever seen
an interracial couple
and done a
double
take?
It
that
30
years
of
integration,
double
t a k e s
would have
meet their
demise.
Martin
I. u t h e r
King
Jr.
Gray
delivered
his "I hnVl' a OH'am" speech
Aug. 28. 1963, and yet, the
muwment toward total acceptance of equality seems as slow
as a baby's first steps.
Imagine going to the movies
and seeing black actors as only
supporting characters. No
Denzel Washingtons or H:~lle
Barrys In Oscar-winning roles.
One of the most popular
movies starring Denzel Washington is "Remember the
Titans." The film . depicts the
success of integration and the
hardships of football players.
, Even though we can all ride
wherever we want on a hus,
drink frnrn the same water
fountain and usc the same
restroums. it is still a work in
progress.
For inlitance, if black politicians are voted into an office, it
makes nationttl news. Why are
peopil' so surprised that a
black man or woman would be
qualified to sit in a public
oftice?
However, the stigma associated with crime continues to
point to the black community.
While white mail' crime rates
soar, news media still seems to
flock toward thl• black male
crimes.
This week. all students will
go to their classcs and sit in
scats whcrc they feel thcy will
be able either to learn the best
or be is clo~er to the door.
But there was a time when
students were even segregated
in the clnssroom. Once blacks
were allowed to attend the
samt~ school, professors and
whites who still did not want
integration would segregate
students in the classroom.
What would you feel like if
you were ash·d to move to a
scat in thl' hack because of the
color of your skin? What if
your eye sight was not 20/20
and your success in the class
was depended un sitting in the
front?
Classroom segregation was
not the only type of unequal
opportunity. Even though
every American is entitled to a
fair trial according to the U.S.
Constitution. throughout hi~
tory many blacks have been
treated unfairly by the justice
dcp:~nmcnt.

"Mississippi Burning" was a
movie made about the death of
three civil rights activists and
the police officers involvement to hide the crimes. The
O.J. Simpson and Michael Jackson trials have sparked national interest in the past few
decades.
While Robert Blake was
charged with the murder of his
wife, Michael Jackson was on
trial for molestation charges.
Blake's trial did get attention,
but not half of the interest pro·
vokcd by Jackson's. In fact,
Jackson's trial promoted a new
television show on E! network
and interrupted regularly
scheduled
programming
shows when special developments in the case happened.
Why hasn't this country
accepted racial diversity?
Many reasons can be blamed.
but could it possibility be
because people do not want to
change? Could change of minu
simply be the reason why tolerance is so hard to achieve?
How do we change?
It starts with people not only
saying that they aren't racist,
but actually not being racist.
Many families discourage
the coupling of interracial couples and threaten to cut off a
person if they date or mnrry
someone from a different race.
For instance, my step·fathcr
is a Hindu West Indian from
Trinidad and Tobago. When
he married my mother and into
my conservative Baptist family. it took adjustment. Minds
had to change because
whether or not any member
liked it, he was here to stay.
I. myself, had to get used to
the stares and snickers, but I
can honestly say my life would
be completely different if he
had not come into my life and 1
had not given him a chance.
College students have the
ability to change the world. I
can't tell you the amount of
times I have heard in movies,
"This world is going to hell" in
reference to the younger generations' views on the world.
But what if that isn't so bad?
What if everyone made the
change to accept people for
their value instead of the color
of their skin?
What if everyone became so
tolerant that we didn"t do double takes at interracial couples?
What if everyone stopped
watching news coverage about
crimes based on racism?
What if everyone accepted
that some beliefs we learn as
children are not entirely true?
What if everyone became
completely tolerant of other
people?
Are these possible? Can such
a world exist? I don't know,
but I would like to think America would be better for changing its attitude on racism.
I would like to think that the
effort of civil rights activism is
worth something. I would like
to think that the world had
more people like Martin
Luther King Jr. to lead this
country into a better world.

Janet Robb
"TO THIS DAY, 1
5'1'11.1. DON'T
UNDERSTAND

WHA1' WOULD

MAKE ANYONE
USE THIHR FREE-

DOM OF SPEECH
TO niSRESPECT
TilE DEAD."

The Murrny State News welcomes conunent~ies and letters
tt> the l!ditor. Letters should be 300 words or less and must be
~igncd. Contributors 'Should inclu& addresses -a-nd phQne

numbert; for verification. Pltase include hometown, clllssifa·
cauon,ititle or r·elationship to the Universtty.
Commentaries ~Should be limited to 600 words. The Murray
Stmc Nc\\S reserves the right to edit for style. length and content.

soldier during protests
Free speech.
I'm all for it, not only because
I'm a journalism student but also
because I think it is very important
for everyone to be able to voice
their opinions.
In how many other countries
can you say that your government
is stupid and not be afraid of what
happens next?
But sometimes people take it too
far and abuse this important right.
Right now, some people may be
wondering how someone could
take free speech too far or might
be thinking I'm one to talk, but
over the winter break, I witnessed
the most disrespectful thing I think
anyone could ever do • protest at a
funeral.
I was appalled when I heard
about this.
I have nothing against people
protesting for what they believe in.
Go a head, protest for peace, war
or whatever else your heart
desires but still, what kind of people protest a funeral?
What was so special that these
protesters felt they need to come
from Kansas to rile up a family
who jll$t lost a son?

Apparently, they were the type
of people who did not have the
decency to let a family mourn in
peace. Instead, they felt the need
too drive from Topeka, Kan., all
the way to Evansville, Ind., to
protest.
Not just any funeral, mind you,
but that of a soldier who died for
his country.
To make matters worse, it was
seven members of a Baptist church
who were spewing obscenities and
stomping on American flags during the soldier's service.
Last time I checked, yelling cuss
words at' a funeral is considered
un-Christian.
According to news reports and
articles about the protesters, this
was not the first funeral of an
American soldier they had protested. This was, in fact, the second.
The protesters believed that soldiers who die in Iraq were targeted
by God because they were doing
something what was considered
wrong by the church and there·
fore, deserve to die.
But the veterans in our area
were prepared for them.
About 300 people total, the

majority of which did not know
the family except that the funeral
was for a fallen soldier, stood in
bad weather to block the protesters from the family and to support
them.
I was impressed with the way
the veterans approached the protesters. lnstead of retaliating, they
drowned them out with their own
songs honoring the soldier.
To this day, I still don't understand what would make anyone
use their freedom of speech to disrespect the dead.
Haven't the soldiers done
enough by having to deal with
being away from their families and
risking their lives day in and day
out?
I'm not saying that I agree we
should be in iraq, but It doesn't
mean I don't support them and
think they deserve to be honored.
The point of all this is that some
people take their freedoms for
granted and they shouldn't.
I don't think these people realize
that the person they were protesting helped give them the freedom
to disrespect him.

Janet Robb is the Lifestyles Editor
for The Murray State News.
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Book outlines successful relationships
PABA S can destroy communication between couples
In My
Opinion

Tannenbaum

Write to us

Veterans 'support fallen

REALLY HILLARY A
PLRNTATIG'J? I
DONT SEE RNY
PLANTATION HERE ...

Jack
Rockelle Gray is the Opinion
Editor for The Murray State
News.

Sa

OPINION

January 20, 2006

''REAl. COMMU-

NICATION
MEANS PART-

NERS BEING
THERF FOR
EACH OTHER
AND REALLY
WANTING TO
UNDERSTAND
WIIAT IS GOING
ON WITH EACH
OTHER."

He's handsome. She's cute. I like
her family. His friends are great.
He's so clever. Really smart and
funny. We like the same music.
The sex is great.
When most couples get beyond
th<lt sweet honeymoon stage and
start becoming honest with each
other about the more serious parts
of their relationship, discussions
about their difficult differences
often escalate into arguments that
include expressions that aren't
respectful or honoring of each
other. When this happens enough.
couples start moving toward
breaking up.
When most couples who break
up are asked why they parted, the
almost unanimous answer is some
form of "we just couldn't commu·
nicate?" Sometimes they use the
phrase. "didn't get along," but
underneath the problem is really
the poor communication.
Although often not realized or
intended consciously, the disrespect mainly comes in the form of
. put downs, accusations, blaming,
attacks and sarcasm. Once these
elements enter a conversation.
although words may be going back
and forth, real communication
between the two has stopped.
PABAS is an acronym you can
use to remember these communi·
cation blockers.

Real communication means
partners being there for each other
and really wanting to take in and
understand what is going on with
each other. For real communication to take place, No PABAS
agreements can be a very positive
tool in any relationship.
Unfortunately, PABAS isn't
always sent in dear terms. The
sender doesn't say, "I am about to
put you down" or "I am now being
sarcastic with you". Instead, it
often just enters the conversation
or can be delivered in subtle ways.
Those who receive PABAS statements (verbal or non-verbal) from
their partners are often not aware
of all the subtleties.
What does a no PABAS agreement look like?
1) We agree that PABAS blocks
good communication and will
strive to reduce or eliminate using
it when they talk with each other.
2) We agree that it is OK for the
receiver of PABAS to mention it to
the sender when it occurs.
3) We agree that the sender will
honor what the receiver has said
and try to reword or resend the
statement without using PABAS.
4) We agree that the sender will
honor the receiver's feeling he or
she felt the PABAS and not argue
or debate it.
Having the no PABAS agree·

ment does not mean you will never
offend each other again while you
are talking. It simply means you
each give the other permission to
let you know when you have
crossed the line, enabling you to
short circuit the escalation and
build-up that often ends in broken
relationships. It is an essential
ingredient for relationships when
partners seek to treat each other as
equals.
Recognizing PABAS statements
and learning how to restate diffi·
cult concerns so partners can take
them in is one of many communi·
cation ideas I teach couples that
help them communicate more
effectively about difficult issues. I
teach these techniques In couples
workshops and has recently published a book about them called
"Getting Through the Tough
Stuff?". The book is available
through
Amazon.com
and
Barnes&Noble.com. 1 can be
reached to discuss these ideas at
Jackrapl@aol.com.

Jack Tannenbaum is the author of
the book "Getting Through the
Tough Stuff?"
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University to begin 809 telephone exchange March 1
Emily Wuch ner

" It is inconvenient for the better good.

Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

Murray State phone numbers will experience
a slight change when the 809 exchange takes
effect beginning March 1.
University officials began considering the
change about a year ago, said Jim DeBoer, manager of telecommunications. The administrative
council and former University President F. King
Alexander made the final decision.
The change came after Murray State used its
supply of numbers with the 762 e~change. With
the construction of a new residential college.
the University would have been unable to supply the building with phone numbers without
the change.
"It will give us the ability to expand," DeBoer
said. "Right now, we could not support any new
buildings."

A few months down the road, we'll be
accustomed to the change."
Donna Harris
Registrar

DeBoer said this change will not affect students during the spring scmester. Either prcflX
can be used starting March l. The last four digits o.f existing phone numbers will remain the
same.
The mandatory change begins June 1, when
only 809 will be accepted. If someone dials the
old number, a recording will direct the caller to
the Cllrn:ct phone number. This recording will
be available six to nine months after the new

phone numbers take effect.
Registrar Donna Harris said although the
change is inconvenient, it is necessary.
"It is inconvenient for a better good," Harris
said. "A few months down the road, we'll be
accustomed to the change."
She said changing business cards, Web sites
and notifying the community of the change '>'-rill
be tedious.
Debbie Plummer, administrative assistant in
the biology department, said the change will not
affect her as much because most of her contacts
are on campus.
"The recording will help because it will tell
them the correct number," Plummer said. "It
will be good for people I don't talk to often."
Plummer said if the department still has letterhead with the 762 number on it, she and the
faculty will most likely white-out the number
and write in the correct exchange.
Mary Thurmond, administrative assistant in

the music department, said the change will be
hurd to remember and adapt to in the beginning.
"It's something the University needs so that
you know you arc dialing a number on campus,"
Thurmond said.
Donna Harris said faculty members are
already beginning to change the phone numbers at the end of documents and e-mails.
All forms, such as applications, will be
reprinted with the new number. However. collcge catalogs will not be reprinted for two years
when the next cycle begins.
Harris said the University Web site will display messages counting down the time until the
switch is official.
Meetings to answer questions concerning
this change are scheduled from 1:30 to 3:~0 p.m. •
Wednesday in the Curris Center Barkley Room
and from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Feb. 2 in Wrather
Museum Auditorium.

Interim director moiiitors Food Services Motion for gag order
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thcnl!ws.org

Members of the Food Services staff have picked up
extra responsibilities while
the University searches for a
new director.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center, was named
interim director of Food Services after Bill Benriter
retired from the position in
December.
Terri Benton, Curris Center
Food Services manager, and
Linda Hollingsworth, manager of Winslow Dining Hall,
endured increased workloads
with the new arrangement,
Baurer said.
Baurer said his job as interim director involves monitoring any concerns from students and seeing that Food
Services continues to run
smoothly.
''Mr. Benritcr had an excel·
lent operation in place," Baurer said. "He has (an) excellent
staff."
This semester, Saurer said
be .bas no specific goals ns
interim director.
"(We will) maintain the
level of service that'~ already

been established," Baurer
said. "I don't sec (that) the
levd of service and commitment will diminish at all."
Terri Benton said her additional duties include supervising the coffee • shops in
Hart and Regents colleges.
"I'd want to call (the new
responsibilities) opportunities to get to work with studcnts more," Benton said.
She will take student concerns when she begins attending the Student Government
Association, the Black Student Council and the Residential College Association
meetings Benriter used to
attend.
Students can find her in the
I•ood Services office in the
Curris Center, Benton said,
especially if they have any
concerns with their meal
plans. She said she could also
help students who arc looking
for employment with Food
Services.
The new nrrangement for
Food Services was a good
choice, Benton saiQ .. and she
docs not anticipate any problems.
Linda Hollingsworth said
she continues to manage
Winslow while taking on

additional tasks like supervising Fast Track and the food
carts in Faculty Hall and the
Business Building.
However, she said had
plenty of warning for the
anticipated increase of work
bccausl' Benriter announced
his retirement early last
semester.
"The goal was (to) make
:;urc our .service was main·
tained," Hollingsworth said.
"We didn't want anything to
fall through the cracks."
She said small details arc
important to the operation of
the Food Services, and the
new arrangement allows for
more uf a delegation of tasks.
''We were just t rying to
divide everything up (and
keep) clear lines of communication," Hollingsworth said.
"Students and employees
know who to go to with questions and concerns."
Students should contact her
with specific issues. such as
items for request in Fast
Track, she said.
"I just sar skip the middle
person," Hollingsworth said.
"I'm the one that's going to
m;lke the change."
Hollingsworth said Terri
Benton addresses overall pol-

icy concerns. such as meal
plans and declining balance.
The Winslow staff has no
concern with t he new
arrangement, especially with
Saurer serving as interim
director, she said.
Despite the changes put in
place, she did not foresee any
hiccups on the path to selecting someone to ftll the position permanently.
"We all know Jim (Baurer)
he's a great person,"
Hollingsworth said. "He's like
Bill (Benriter) in that he's
everywhere. lt would be different if it were someone
fro m outside ... we've ' interacted with (Saurer)."
Though Benriter retired,
HolLingsworth said he is still
available if the Food Services
staff needs additional help.
"We're just anticipating a
good semester." she said.
"The staff is really upbeat
right now. We knew we'd
have to pick up slack (but) it's
been a very smooth transition."
Jim Baurer said the University advertised the Food Services
d irector
position
nationally, and anticipated a
new director should be
named by July 1.

filed for student's case
St ephanie Zelle r
News Editor
szeller@thenrws.org

' Defense Attorney C. Mark
Blankenship filed a motion
for a gag order Dec. 14 in the
case against Murray State
student Burgess Harrison
Yonts, 20.
According ll> the document, the county attorney's
staff. Callow:~y County attorney, or law enforcement officials could make any public
statements to the press
regarding the case.
"The amount of publicity
regarding this case has been
tremendous and this motion
is brought in an effort to keep
pretrial publicity down to a
minimum and ensure that the
defendant can get as a fair a
trial as possible," the document stated.
As a result of thl' motion,
the county attorney can not
discuss tl:ie case with the
media.
The preliminary tri<tl for
Yonts, sophomore from
Greenville, was 10 a.m. De,c.
13 in C:illoway District Court.

Yonts, Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity
member, was
charged Nov. 11 with second
degree manslaughter, whlch
carries a five- to to-year
prison sentence, in connec·
tion with the death of Nadia
Shahin. 62, graduate student
from Egypt.
Police officials discovered •
Shahin's body in a ditch on
Coldwater Road about 6:30
a.m. Nov. 11. Shahin was pronounced dead at 7:21 a.m. The
coroner determined the
cause of death was blunt
force trauma to the face and
neck.
A memorial service for •
Shahin was held Nov. 16 in
Woods Hall. Teaching Eng- ,
!ish to Speakers of Other Languages, the ln!'titute for
International Studies and
Student Affairs organized the
event to pay tribute to
Shahin, who was a TESOL
student.
A cash bond was originally
set at $500,000 but was
reduced
on defendant's
motion. Yonts was released
from ,(;alloway Countr Jail
Nov. 14 on a $25,000 cash

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Application~
Office Hours 8 a.m .- noon
1 p .m . - 5 p .m.

Congratu[ations ' ,
to tfie new president
(
. of tfie ~ntucky Press 5lssociation ;J1
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LUI\ICH

11:00- 2:00
MON- FRI

WEEKEND

11:011-9:00
SAT &SUN

DII\II\IER

4:30 -8:00
MON - FRI
·tHr

2 All YOU CAN fAT

PIZZA a SPAGAm
• WNCH BUFFETS.

S11.49

'Not good w/eny other sp8Clals. Offer good lhru 212/06.

~~~:.~, 812.09

DINNER OR wtWND
BUFFETS.

"Not good w/any other specials. Offer good lhru 212/06.

Alice Rouse
Publisher, Murray Ledger and Times ' '

from

i! - i! - i! !iPECIAL
TWO LARGE ~TOPPING PlllAS
AND
ONE 2 LITER COKE OR DIET COKE

S18.99

*Not good w/any other specials. Ollar good thru 212106.

*TRY OUR NEW WINGS*
HOT or BBQ

804 Chestnut St.

r210J 753·6656
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Gloria's new location offers new atmosphere
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

What year was Martin Luther
King assassinated?

Answer:
Martin Luther King ]r., one of the
most influential leaders of the Civil
Rights movement, was shot April 4,
1968, on the balcony of the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis, Tenn. James
Earl Ray, the man convicted for
King's assassination, was still serving his 99-year sentence at the time
of his death in 1998.
Your Answers:
"No, 1 don't. I think it was in the 60s
but 1 can't be more specific than that."

Andrew Chiles
freshman from Cadiz
"No. I sure don't. I probably couldn't
even make a guess."

Michelle Farney
freshman from Evansville, Ind.
"1969. 1 don't know."

Dustin Gerac:l
sophomore from Louisville
"196~.

I don't know."

DanieUe Jackson
Senior from Dixon

Jennifer Stafford knew exactly
what she wanted to eat on Wednesday when she entered Gloria's
World Village's new location.
The graduate student from Benton
said during winter break, she excitedly anticipated the reopening of the
international eatery and grocery at
124 15th St. in a bouse across the
street from Wilson Hall.
Instead of walking into the international grocery in the front right
room of the house, Stafford sat down
at a table near a window in the
r~staurant area to the left. She
enjoyed her meal in a room decorated with international artwork and
artifacts.
"I think it's cute," Stafford said.
"It's a little more restaurant."
She knew where Gloria's relocated, but Gloria Shull. the restaurant
and grocery owner, said she worried
that many of her customers would
not know where it moved and feared
rumors that Gloria's closed.
Shull might have lost customers,
but she hoped they will find the new
Gloria's as business improved each
day since it reopened on Jan. 9, she
said.
On A Personal Note owned the
bouse, which was built in 1930,
before Shull bought it.
"So many people in Murray that
are older have memories of this
house," Shull said. "1 have a lot of
work to do."
On display are pieces she acquired
from across the globe, such as a dolls

from Scotland and Thailand. musical
instruments from Venezuela and
mugs from China.
Many of the pieces were gifts from
international students who lived
with her, she said.
"Some things I'll never bt~ able to
(display) because I don't have the
room," Shull said.
She moved the international f<1od
to the new location from Mr. Ed's
Campus Grill next door, which she
also owns.
..A few people might be a little bit
sad that they can't go to one place,"
Shull said. "They got used to (having) everything together.''
Gloria's new location also provides more space. In the upstairs of
the house arc additional rooms filled
with tables and chairs for customers
of the restaurant. Artwork by her
father-in-law is also displayed.
Another room upstairs holds C<tmfortable chairs and ottomans whert~
she would like people to relax and
chat while they sip tea and coffee,
she said. She wants custuml!rS to
play board games in the room, too.
u(It would be) like a friendship
and community room," Shull said.
The grocery has shelves stocked
with food from the Middle East and
candy from Japan, among other
items. Despite the move, she said the
international items would not
change. though some less-sold items
would be eliminated.
Shull said the restaurant was full
during lunch on Wednesday nnd
many people stopped by to greet her.
She anticipated cooking and being
with the customers again.
"I'm looking forward to getting

Gloria serves tea to Nancy Nerney and AUssa Volp, Murray
State alumna, in the new location of Gloria's World Village.
back into all that." Shull said. "I love
our customers."
Thi! ne.\v Gloria's still nl!eds some
work to comply with state rcgul:ltions, such as putting in a second
bathroom, she said. The full menu
cannot be prepared until the work is
finished.
Shull has further plnns to widen
the foyer, to add tables and chairs to
the backyard area and to have musical entertainment. She's proud of the
landscaping in front of the house as
well.
While the house undergoes con·
struction, Shull said shc and her husband run back and forth between
Gloria's and Mr. Ed'<: Campus Grill
to clean dishes and prepare food.

"ll's almost like borrowing soml'thing from your neighbor," Shull
said.
Despite the ongoing changes. cus·
tomers have greeted the new location with praise similar to Jennifer
Stafford's, she said.
''They lnvl! it," Shull said. "They
walk in (and it's) so warm and cozy
... They can't get over how nice this
place is."
She said sometimes her customers
fed comfortable enough to play the
piano in the restaurant while they
wait for food.
"We try to be a home to everyone," Shull said. "I just feel like this
is a home ... It's like people drop by
your house."

"I believe he was assassinated in 1967."

LUke Maddox
senior from West Frankfort, Ill.
"1964."

Shawn McGary
sophomore from Hardinsburg

Jury finds men not-guilty of murdering student
Stephanie ZeUer
News Editor
szeller@t henews.org

"I would guess 1965."

Katie French
junior from Morganfield
"The late 1960s."

Rachel Parker
senior from Milan. Tenn.
"I'm going to go with '69.''

Cassie Gibson
freshman from Benton

Correct answers: 2
Incorrect ~ers: 8

A jury found two men charged

with the murder of a former Murray State student not guilty Dec. 15.
Eric C. Boyd of St. Louis. Mo..
and Freddie L. Cunningham. III of
Morris Chapel. Tenn., both 27,
were charged with first deg ree
murder and criminal attempt to
commit first degree murder of
Robert Antoine Pruett, 22, of Jackson, Tenn.
Prosecutor John Overton said
there was an investigation and the

two
men
accused
wt•rc
the only suspects.
..The jury did
not feel there
was enough evidence to convict
them." Overton
said.
The two·day
jury trial began
at 9 a.m. Dct. 14
In 1Sa.vanriah,
Tenn.
Public Defender Richard Berry

National Student Exchange

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools throughout
the U.S., Puerto Rico, and U.S. Territories

• Kentucky Residents:
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at MSU
and exchange to another college or university
• Choose from 180 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the time of application
• Some scholarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program
• Applicatio~ deadline for Fall 2006/Spring 2007 is

February 28, 2006
For more information:
Contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
Stop by room 210 in Ordway Hall,
Call 762-3735,
or e-mail ross.meloan@murraystate.edu
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Robert
Antoine
Pruett

represented Boyd and Attorney
Charles Agee represented Cunningham.
Boyd and Cunningham were
acquitted on all counts.
Robert Pruett's father, Edward
Pruett Jr., said Rnbcrt Pruett was
visiting his girlfriend in Savannah,
Tenn., :md wao; fatally shot May 27.
Robert Pruett's brother, Edward
Pruett Ill, said via e-mail his family
found tht• verdict disappointing.
"Due to the inconsequential and
senseless death of Robert Antoine
Pruett, our hearts have been hea\·y'
and filled with grief," Edward
Pruett said. "We sorely miss him.

Not only has this situation devastated our family; all families closely involved have been affected
because of the ignorance and
incompetence of others."
Robert Pruett, an art major, completed his junior year nt Murray
State and was planning to switch to
an architecture major in fall 2005.
He also was involved in Organization of Murray Art Students.
"He wanted w hecnmc an architect," Edward Pruett Jr, said. "He
knew he was gifted in art and we
discussed it and we knew he would
be goud at whatever he wanted to
design."
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Government desigriates 2006 'Year of Study Abroad'
Marianne St onefield
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org

The federal government encourages college students across the
country to travel to foreign lands this
year.
The U.S. Senate passed Resolution
308 designating 2006 as the Year of
Study Abroad on Nov. 10. Sen.
Richard Durbin of Illinois sponsored
the resolution with six co-sponsors.
"The Year of Study Abroad is
important because it means our government sees (that) studying abroad
is integral in students' ability to see
past themselves (and) things they are
not accustomed to," said Melanie
McCallon, study abroad coordinator
for Murray State.
She said the resolution not only
proposes to encourage study abroad
opportunities, but also supports the
study of a foreign language.
According to the resolution. the
U.S. educational system holds the
responsibility of ensuring that citizens are globally literate.
The resolution includes information on American citizens' opinions
of studying abroad. In a 2002 American Council on Education poll, 79
percent of citizens agreed studying
abroad is important, but only 1 percent of American college students
study abroad each year.

E

Students visiting Paris can glimpse some of the best views of the city from the hllls surrounding
Sacre Coeurs, a French cathedral and popular tourist destination.
• Federal agencies, businesses and
corporations lack employees with
international knowledge and foreign
language skills, according to the reso-

lution. Likewise, higher education
institutions struggle to graduate
enough students with adequate international knowledge to meet current

University awarded 'Best Value' in state
Staff Report
Colleges and universities
across the country make the
most of honorary titles and
recognitions, such as "Public Ivy
University" and "Best Buy."
Murray
State
recently
received another recognition to
add to its list.
Kiplinger's 2006 Personal
Finance study recognized the
University as Kentucky's best
value in higher education and
one of the 52 best values in the
United States.
Jim Carter, vice president of
Institutional Advancement, said
the rankings are an accomplishment for many reasons.
H e said many historically topnotch schools often rank below
Murray State in the key category
of value for money. Murray State
considers the value of an educa-

tion a critical component of evaluation, be said.
"It is obviously quite an
achievement for Murray and a
statement for the quality of students, teaching and the overall
quality of education Mur ray
State offers,'' Carter said.
The study rewards schools .
that are academically strong and
affordable.
However, Kiplinger reported
polls weighted academic quality
at about tWo-thirds. with affordability making up the remaining
one-third, according to a University press release.
Wilen figuring affordability,
the study looks at average debt
at graduation, taking grants into
account.
The Kiplinger study conducted a poll that included a list of
500 schools. Among the polling
criteria were percentage of

freshman scoring 600 or higher
on the verbal and math components of the SAT (or 24 or higher on the ACT). admission rates,
freshman ret~ntion rates, student-to-faculty ratios and fourand six-year graduation rates.
The American Association of
State Colleges and Universities
also recognizes Murray State's
achievement in the academic
field.
AASCU selected the University as a model for graduation rate
success.
U.S. News & World Report
ranked the U niversity as a
"Great School at a Great Price"
in 2005.
A complete list of the "100 best
values" can be viewed o n
W eb
sft e
at
Kiplinger's
www.kiplinger.com/personalfin;lnce/tools/colleges/methodology.com.

standards of business and government employers.
Citizens are encouraged to observe
the Year of Study Abroad with cere-

I

monies, programs and other events,
according to the resolution.
The Senate also wants secondary
schools, institutions of higher learning, businesses and government programs to promote and expand study
abroad opportunities.
Melanie McCallon said Murray
State will have at least one event a
month to follow the resolution, but so
far, a calender of events has not been
put together. She said it should be
fmalized next month.
"For a student to really and truly
understand another culture, they
must go there and step in their
shoes," McCallon said. "They get a
better appreciation of themselves
too."
Some students think the American
way of life is the only way of life, she
said.
"We want them to sec past ... the
American way," McCallon said.
"There are other right ways to do
things that are not our own."
Brandi Townsend, senior from Par- 1
sons, Tenn., agrees with the Senate
recognition that every college student should study abroad.
She studied abroad twice with
Murray State, once in Segovia, Spain
during spring 2004 and in Morclia,
Mexico during summer 2005.
"It's a great eye-opening experience," Townsend said. "It makes a
student grow intellectually."

Student alleges liberal professors infringe
on conservative freedom of speech rights
(AP)- Christian DeJohn returned from
a National Guard tour in Bosnia only to
fight his own war with academics at
Temple University, who he says has
delayed approval of his master's thesis
because of political conflicts in the classroom.
His case is just one in a national debate
fueled by allegations that some liberal
professors are infringing on conservative
students' right to free speech at public
colleges and universities.
In Pennsylvania, legislators traveled to
Temple, where a small number of students aired complaints at a hearing Jan. 9
and 10 as part of an investigation into
whether the state's public colleges are
hospitable to divergent intellectual and
political views.
"These are people who are sitting in
judgment on whether I grad.u ate,'1
DeJohn. who entered graduate school in
January 2002, said at the hearing.

DeJohn suspects the delay stems partly from conflicts he had with a military
history professor who, DeJohn said,
often criticized the Iraq war and the
Bush administration during class.
DeJohn contends it is also retaliation for
a critical response he sent to a professor I
after he received an e-mail invitation to a
campus war protest while he was serving
six months in Bosnia.
Temple officials declined to respond
to DeJohn's allegations.
Legislation modeled after an "academic bill of rights" was introduced in at
least 15 states last year. but none have
passed it, according to the National Conference of State Legislatures.
Among other things, the document
exhorts professors to present a wide
spectrum of inte llectual views in the
classroom and discourages them from
basing students' grades on their religious
or political beliefs.

Ask people about their dating life, and everybody's got a story!
Some of~hem are funny and others incredibly painful. But just about everyone has made some
decision in their dating life they wish they could change.

In Single-Minded, we'll explore how to avoid some of those common dating pitfalls.
• Party of One (Part 1) will help us understand how to enjoy and make the most of being single.
• Finding the Ulti-Mate (Part 2) will give us practical tools we can use to discover if that special someone is the right
one for us.

Whether you're a single adult, a student, or a parent, you'll find this series of talks relevant and helpful.
Jo.in us Sunday, January 22, for the .beginning of Single-Minded.
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The Journey meets Sundays on the third floor of the Curris Center (Chestnut Street) at 10:30 a.m.

Conn«et. Explore. Serve.

www.TheEpicJou rn e y. co m
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Phone: 762-4-181

New coach
at full speed
in first month

Racers doing battle atop OVC
Team looks to rebound at Martin
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org

Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nc/inkimbcard@thcnrws.org

Since being hired as the 16th head coach
in Murray State football history, Matt
Griffin has been running constantly at full
speed - and he likes it that way.
After the former New Hampshire quarterback led Tennessee-Martin to its first
winning season since 1993. Athletics
Director Allen Ward named Griffm the
predecessor to Joe Pannunzio Dec. 12.
Griffin said his first order of business as
the new head coach had to do with
recruiting, but not in the sense of high
school seniors or transfers.
"The first couple of days, I spent
recruiting the guys in
my locker room," Griffin said. "1 then had
individual meetings
with the players, and
now these next few
days, I'm going to be
out recruiting our first
class. It's been high
• speed and a little hectic, but I like that."
Recruiting will be a
big part of the next
few weeks as Griffin
tries to persuade
Matt
numerous athletes to
Griffin
choose Murray State.
Football
He believes his staff is
Head Coach
in good shape with
recruiting because they already have a List
of players in the area they want to go after.
Griffin said the one problem he wiil
have is rc-recruiting players to Murray
State since he was initially recruiting them
for Tenncsscc·Martin.
"1 think we're a little ahead in recruiting
'cause we have a list of players in the
area," Griffin said. "We're recruiting the
same kid in the same area. The shock ini1
tially wUl be to the parents aiid aililetes' in
having to look at 'a 'ctiffcrbY'sch'ooi?o'n'te
they see what Murray State has to offer. I
have no doubt they will see a better situation."
Settllng down into his new head coaching position and into a new town Griffm
said he loves what he sees in the University and in Murray.
"The town has been unbelievably supportive," Griffin said. "There are fans of all
sports here. I've been to a couple basketball games, and the fans have been great.
How they have received me and my staff
hns been outstanding."
Griffin has moved several times in his
coaching career after leaving New Hampshire with several passing records to his
name. Ilc began as an assistant at Plymouth State College, then had stints at the
University of Richmond, Northeast University, Maine and Tennessee-Martin.
The Skyhawks named Griffin their head
coach in 2002, and in three seasons, he
completely turned the program around.
The Skyhawks finished the 2005 season
6·5 with a 4--4 record in the Ohio Valley
Conference. With his success, Griffm was
named the Tennessee College Football
Coach of the Year by the Tennessee
Sports Writers Association.
When the Racers take on TennesseeMartin next year, there are sure to be
mixed emotions.
"The most difficult thing for me and my
coaches was leaving those players,'' Griffin said. "Am I looking forward to playing
them ne.xt year? No. 'cause they're good."
On the recruiting trail, the Murray State
coaches arc rounding up recruits for 2006
to go along with the returning Racers. One
thing that will not be new is the way a
Griffin-led team plays on the gridiron.
"We want to come out and be competitive," Griffin said. "The one thing 1 can ·
guarantee and have control of is our team
will play hard for 60 minutes no matter
what the score is. We're going to be
aggressive, and we're going to be physical"
The 2006 version of the Murray State
football team should be a mirror image of
its new coach.

While most Murray State
students enjoyed relaxing
and spending time with family and friends during the
holidays, the Racer basketball team spent the break
fighting through the first half
of its Ohio Valley Conference schedule.
The Racers struggled at
times during the break while
showing flashes of brilliance
at others.
Losses at Samford and at
horne against Southern Illi·
nois brought Racer fans
down from cloud nine. but
an 11-point victory over
Austin Peay in a nationally
televised game on ESPNU
restored the faith of many
Racer fans. Freshman guard
Tyler Holloway broke out
against the Governors. coming off the bench and leading
the Racers with 16 points.
Just as enthusiasm began
rebuilding among fans,
Racer nation was stunned
Monday night as the team
fell to Eastern Illinois in
Charleston. The Panthers
came into Monday night's
contest holding a 2-7 confer·
ence record and proceeded
to take out the league·leading Racers.
It was the Racers' inabiJity
to get the ball inside that
gave the Panthers the victo·
ry. Murray State took 31 3·
pointers and made only
seven from downtown.
The statistic upset Head
Coach Mick Cronin, and it
press
showed inj t hls\ f weekly
lf '" r:.._r; u•
I~
I
Jt"
•1V
comeren e.
"We shot 31 threes,"
Cronin said. "You're not
going to win when you shoot
31 threes and you don't have
guys on your team named
Merritt (Samford's threepoint shooting tandem, J.
Robert and Joe Ross Merritt). But we just continue to
ftre them away when guys
are wide open under the rim.
It's kind of discouraging."
The Racers and Panthers
battled to a 26-26 stalemate
at halftime and neither team
was able to break away in
the second half.
Murray State held a 54-53
lead with 1:46 remaining in
the game but could not solve
the Panther defense in
crunch time, falling 59-54.
Against Samford and
Southern Illinois. the Racers
squandered leads, allowing
the opposition to come back
and claim victory. Besides
Austin Peay, the Racers abo
scored victories against
Jacksonville State, Rice,
Tennessee State, Southeast
Missouri State and Eastern
Illinois during the break.
While the Racers remain
one of the top teams in the
OVC, Cronin said the team's
performance can only be
described as inconsistent.
"We have to develop some
consistency - that's our
issue," Cronin said. "It's a
wonder. One guy plays well
for a week, and then you
can't find him. It's tough
from a coaching standpoint
because you don't know who
you can count on in certain
situations."
With Monday's loss, the
Racers surrendered sole
possession of first place in
r

t.
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Men's basketbaU

remaining games

Jan. 28

Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. !4
Feb. 9
Feb. 11

at UT~Martin
Tenn. Tech
at SEMO
Samford
at Austin Peay
Jacksonville St.
at Eastern Ky.
at Morehead St.
at Tennessee St.
Bracket Buster
at Tenn. Tech
UT-Martin
OVC First Round

two of their last thrc~ games,
a victory over Morehead
State and a loss to Eastern
Illinois, go into overtime.
UT Martin starts a big
lineup, which could spell
bad news for the Racers, in
light of the team':; recent
rebounding troubles.
Though the Racers' Saturday night opponent is Ten·
nessee-Martin, Cronin says
the team's biggest adversary
is itself.
"I haven't seen (Ten·
nessee-M:utin) play all y(.•ar,
not even against anybody on
film," Cronin said. "Our
opponent is ourselves right
now. We're not improving.
We've been out-rebounded
1
over the last 'six games. Our
field-goal
percentage
defense is higher over the
last six games than it has
been all season. You're supposed to get better at execution, not worse."
After taking on Ten. nessee-Martin, the Racers
must buckle down for the
second half of the 20-game
OVC schedule, a 10-game
stretch in which fans will
discover what this team is
made of.
Two dates Racer fans will
want to circle on their calendars are Thursday, when
photos 'ourtt:sy ol MSU a!hl~:tic~
Tennessee Tech comes to
Senior center Pearson Griffith posts up and calls for the ball in the Racers' the RSEC in what could be a
81-37 exhibitio n thrashing over Christian Brothers Nov.IO at the RSEC.
battle of first-place OVC
the OVC and entered into a
teams, and Jan. 30, when the
tie with Tennessee Tech.
Racers will try to avenge nn
The Racers ·and the Golden
early loss to Samford whl..'n
the Bulldogs visit Murray.
Eagles hold 7-2 conference
records.
Samford has been a thorn
Samford
lurks
close
in the Racers' collective
behind Murray State and
sides over the past few
years: Cronin has never
Tennessee Tech with a 6-2
beaten the Bulldogs during
record. More importantly,
his tenure at Murray State.
the Bulldogs hold the
Nestled between big contiebreaker advantage over
Murray State because of its
tests against Tenne.ssec
61·50 victory over the Racers
Tech and Samford is an
in Birmingham.
ESPN2 game at Southeast
Eastern Kentucky, Austin
Missouri State on Jan. 28.
After taking on Samford.
Peay and Jacksonville State
hold the fourth, fifth and
the Racers must travel to the
sixth spots in the OVC and
hostile environment that is
Clarksville, 'l'enn. to take on
arc still very much alive in
the OVC race, boasting
Austin Peay on Feb. 2.
records of 5~3. 5-4 and 4-4
Racer fans will also look
Head Coach Mick Cronin
with senior guard forward to.Feb. 18. in which
respectively.
Tennessee-Martin, Ten- Keith Jenlfer during the season o pener at Cincin- the Racers will host an ESPN
nessee State, Southeast Mis- nati Nov. 19. The Racers lost in overtime 79-75.
Bracket Buster game against
souri. Eastern Illinois and Skyhawks have played a
The Racers must contain an opponent yet to be deterMorehead State round out tough schedule including senior forward Jared New- mined.
Other big games down the
the bottom half of the OVC road
games
against son, who leads the Skystandings.
Louisville, Purdue and Illi- hawks, averaging 175 points stretch for the Racers
The Racers take on UT- nois and hold a 7-8 record per game and pulling down include visits to Eastern
Martin tomorrow at Sky- overall and are 4·5 in confer- 7.4 rebounds per game.
Kentucky Feb. 9 and Ten·
hawk Arena in Martin. The ence.
The Skyhawks have seen nessee Tech Feb. 23.

.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Spurs at Heat

NCAA Basketball
Connecticut at Louisville

Saturday: CBS @ noon

Sunday: ESPN @ noon

NCAA Basketball
South Carolina at Kentucky

'

Saturday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.

PBA Bowling
Phoenix Classic

Murray State Events
Friday: Track and Field
Carbondale, Ill.
Southern Illinois Invitational

Saturday: M BBall @ 6 p.m.
Elam Center
Murray State at Tennessee-Martin

Saturday: W BBall @ 4 p.m.

Sunday: Rifle @ TBA

Elarn Center
Murray State at Tennessee-Martin

Newkirk Invitational
Murray State at Tennessee Tech
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Getting on track
means beating
7th-place Martin

The first thing I realized when I took a
glance at this year's men's basketball
schedule was winter break.
Six straight games with the majority of
sonville State and losses to
Autumn Boaz
more than 10,000 students gone for the
Samford, UNC Charlotte.
holidays. Granted, we had two non-con· Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org
Eastern Illinois. Austin Peay
ference games, but I'd like to thank the
and Southeast Missour i
Ohio Valley Conference sche4ule makers
After the 83-66 loss to State.
for four in a row during break.
Junior Gerraca Mathews
Austin Peay Jan. 12, the Rae·
Now, students will have potentially
ers have the chance to get said the Racers' hest perfor·
only six more home games spread out
revenge on Oh io Valley mance over the break was in
until the end of February to watch the
front-runner in the OVC race. If there is Conference rival Ten· the Tenne~see State game.
nessee-Martin
Saturday
"We played real aggresanything positive to come from this, the
night after eight days of sive. and we did everything
first two home games with students back
anticipation.
perfect," Mathews said.
are looking like the most important.
Head Coach Joi Felton "The game was fast-paced
Not only should
said she did not think the and everything was in place.
Mick's Maniacs be
long break created a bad sit- We also had a lot of energy.
packed for these
. uation for her team.
We knew we were going to
games, but the
"The timing is good for us win that game, and that's
Regional
Special
right now because of our why we won. I think if we
Events
Center
file photos
physical things that arc just come out and play like
should be closing in
Freshman
Amber
Guffey
goes
around
a
Ball
State
player
in
the
Racers'
90-72
going on, like some little we played in the Tennessee
on at least 6,000.
loss
Nov.
l9.
Guffey
r
anks
fourth
on
the
team
in
scoring
at
8.5
points
a
game.
nagging injuries and sick- State game, we can beat anyThat could be a
ness," Felton said. "I think body."
free-throw line.
stretch with some of
the timing's pretty good in
Junior Joi Scott led the
According to NCAA rank·
the crowds I've seen
t hat respect."
Racers in the win against the ings, Murray State leads the
this season, but
Felton said junior Ashley Tigers with 21 points and 12 nation in free throw per·
here's to hoping.
Brooke Hayes and junior Joi rebounds. This gave Scott c:entage, shooting 79 perIf there is one staScott, two of the team's her third double-double of cent The Racers have hdd
Nathan
tistic that confuses
starters, were not 100 per· the season, which helped the position for two weeks
me while looking at Clinkenbeard
cent during last week's game her earn her second OVC in a row.
the conference fig·
Sports Editor
''We're proud of that, but
against Austin Peay because Newcomer of the Week
ures it is attendance.
of
illness.
However,
Felton
of
the
season.
honor
again,
if we're not aggresMurray State has played the most home
said she thinks other players
Although Mathews fe lt sive and attacking the paint,
games and has the highest attendance
should have been able to the team's performance was we're not going to get to the
mark, but the average is a different story.
The Racers rank fourth in attendance stabilize the team's perfor- at its prime during the Ten· free-throw line very much,"
nessee State game, she knew Felton said. "And if we're
mance.
average behind Tennessee State, South"Our kids talked about the there were times when the not aggressive going up for
east Missouri State and Austin Peay. I'd
fact that we've been in every team did not live up to its missed shots, we're not
like to blame winter break for this, but I
conference
game, so we feel expectations.
going to get to the line very
don't think I can. Attendance was low
"We had a couple bad much."
good about· competing with
when the students were here, and the
anybody, and then we didn't games," Mathews said. "We
She said controlling the
highly attended games have been ones
compete,"
Felton
weren't
real
aggressive
and
go
out
and
boards,
both offensively and
with regional rivals.
said. "Give Austin Peay we didn't play our style of defensively, is one of her
For a team playing well and with the
credit. They came in and basketball. We hesitated a main expectations for the
prestige of Murray State, an attendance
lot, and we didn't all come team.
never let up."
average around 2,700 drives me insane.
"The
problem
has
been
out
to play. We need every"We've got to be stingy
However, it's a new year with new possithat we have gotten our body to come out in play to with that and ev~ry defenbilities. And most importantly. 10,000
backs against the wall in a win our games."
sive rebound has got to be
students are back.
of
situations
and
had
to
Joi
Felton
said
the
team's
ours," Felton said. "That's
lot
The only damage done during the
focus this week was simply the mentality we've got to
break was during the Southern Illinois .come out fighting."
With the team's seven on fundamentals, specifical· have. 1 am pleased with the
game when the Carbondale fans were
games
over the holiday ly on thl' defensive end. progress we've made in that
able to leave with their egos as large as
was area, and hopefully we'll be
break, the Racers moved its Although
Felton
ever. The Racers are 7-2 in the conferrecord to 4-U .and 3-S in the impressed with her t~m's able to continue to do thaL"
ence and have won five out of six games
OVC. Games over the holi- last outing overall. she was
Tipoff time for Saturday's
going into Saturday's game against Ten·
day included wins against also pleased with the wom- game against the Skyhawks A Ball State defender tries to stop junior
nessee·Martin.
Brooke Hayes from going by in the Cardinals w in.
Tennessee State and Jack· en's performance at the is 4 p.m.
In my four years at Murray State, the
men's team has never been in the driver's
seat · for the regular season title. When
they come home for games against Ten·
nessee Tech and Samford, they will need
the crowd more than ever. .
Both· the Golden Eagles and the Bulldogs are tied for second in the league, and
both won at the RSEC the last time they
came to Murray. Tech won in Murray last
year, and Samford earned a victory two
years ago.
Just mentioning Samford makes me
cringe, because the Princeton-style, shot
clock-eating Baptist school has been the
Racers' kryptonite for the past three seasons. Since Head Coach Mick Cronin
arrived, Murray State is 0-3 against SamMickey
Rich
Mark
· Kevin
Mike
Matt
Johnny
ford, including a 61·50 loss this season.
Nagy
Fein
Cahill
Hayes
Lister
Wise
Jernigan
Something is going to have to give in
Defen.c;ive
Offensive
Wide receivers
Offensive line
Outside
Defensive line
Offensive assistant,
this matchup, as Samford does such a
coordinator
coordinator
video coordinator
linebackers
good job of imposing their style of play
I
on their opponents. One thing is for sure:
the game will be low-scoring with the
Racers' defense and Samford's knack for
holding on to the ball
A win over the Bulldogs Jan. 30 would
said. "We're going to use the same arc Kevin Cahill. Mike Hayes and
take the monkey off the team's back, and
defense we ran at Martin, and he is Matt Wise from Tennessee-Martin.
it could give the Racers an even better
Cahill graduated from Springfield .
very knowledgeable uf that defense."
opportunity to cash in on their first title
Another coach with tk•s to Maine, College in 1999 and will coach the . ,
since 2000.
Mickey Fein, will be offensive coor- Racer wide receivers. Hayes will •
It looks like some of the best home
dinator coming over from Ten- take control of the offensive line as a ,
games are saved for last with Tech, Samnessee-Martin. Fein gr<lduated from 2001 graduate from Missouri, and
ford and the ESPN Bracket Buster that
that I wanted, but I think I've Jone Maine in 1999 and quarterbacked the Wise will be an offensive assistant
Nathan Cllnkenbearcl
Sports Editor
could be nationally televised.
that now. These guys eventually Black Bears from 1995-98. He also and video coordinator. WLc;e gradu~
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
Let's make up for what we missed over
want to become head coaches. and will be in charge of coaching the nteJ from Cornell in 2004.
the break, and be the sixth man in leading
that's what I want."
On defense, Griftin hired Mark
Racer quarterbacks.
the men to a 20th OVC regular-season
After being announced as the new
Rich Nagy will serve as the defen"Mickey is one of the brightest Lister and Johnny Jernigan to help
championship.
head coach for Racer footba ll, Matt sive coordinator at Murray State young coaches out there," Griffin defensive coordinator Rich Na~.
Griffin went to work assembling an after leading Maine to the third- said. "I'm glad to have him on the
Lister graduated from Tarleton
entirely new staff nf seven assistant ranking total defense last year in the coaching staff with tht• knowledge State in 1999 :md will cnach the MurAtlantic-10 Conference. Nagy and he has of our offense."
coaches right before winter break.
ray State outside linebackers. At
Six of the coaches join his staff Griffin worked together at Maine
The Skyhawks offense ranked Tennessee-Martin, Lister served as
after working for him at Tennessee- from 2000·02.
fourth in total offense and second in the defensive coordinator under
Martin, and the seventh comes from
Nagy's defense allowed 325.5 yards totnl scoring in the Ohio Valley Con- Griffin. Jernigan, a 1994 graduate of
the University of Maine after seven a game last :;eason and was especial- fl'rence as Tennessee-Martin gained Stephen F. Austin, will coach the
ly tough in the secondary, allowing 358.8 yards and scored 27 points per defensive line after coaching the
seasons with the Black Bears.
Gr iffin said he would not substi- 180 yards a game in pass defense for game last season. Don Chapman same group ut Martin.
tute any one of his coaches with any second in the league. The Black piled up 1,396 yards and 16 touchGriffm compiled his staff quickly
Bears were fifth in A-10 in rush downs, both tops in the OVC, in the to get going in the recruiting
other out there.
"This is a group of impeccable defense, giving up 145 yards a game. league's second-ranked rushing process. For 2006 Murray State playNathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
"Rich is a guy that I wanted on my attack.
The Murray State News. E-mail comments character," Griffin said. "It's taken
ers nnd fans will have to get used to
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
me a few years to form the group staff when I went to Martin,'' Griffm
Helping Fein on the offensive side eight new faces running the show.

Head football coach chooses 7 assistants for staff:.
Six make switch
from Tennessee-Martin
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SPORTS

·University
should consider
hunting class

hooters set aim on competing in NCAAs
Nathan CUnkenbeard

NS

Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Sunday at Tennessee Tech, the
MSU rifle team begins its quest
toward a lOth Ohio Valley Confer·
ence championship and, more
importantly, a chance to compete for
an NCAA Championship.
To qualify for the NCAA Champi·
onships, teams must take their best
score at home, their two best on the
road and the NCAA sectional score.
Traditionally, teams qualified for the
NqAAs through the sectional. but
this year the multiple qualifier will
be used.
Head Coach Ann Proctor said the
sectionals and the meet against Tech
arc two meets she has been amici·
pating.
"They're all big matches, but scctionals is definitely important,"
Proctor said. "I'm kind of looking
forward to going to Tech this weekend just because we shot one of our
best scores there this year. It will
give us a good chance to go up there
again and do reilly well and do
something better that we could use."
Sunday's match at Tennessee
Tech is the first of three matches
within a week. The Racers will be on
the road Thursday against Tennessee-Martin, then immediately
host the Roger Withrow Invitational
at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range the
following day.
In the first match of the fall season, Murray State hosted the Skyhawks and sent them home with a
4,613-4,540 defeat. Freshman Bryant
WaUizer led all shooters with an
aggregate score of 1170 out of a possible 1200.
Wallizer said he thinks the rifle
team has the ability to better their
scores in time for the NCAA sectionals.
"The matches in the fall went well
overall," Wallizer said. "I think we
could have done a little better. We
had some matches where I don't
think we performed our best. I know

I am almost positive there are several
people in our student body at Murray
State who enjoy hunting. The majority of
our students are from rural areas and have
hunted and harvested numerous species of
game in their lifetime.
Sometimes, hunting is portrayed as a
cruel and inhumane sport, but for some
people, it is a way of life like it was for our
early ancestors. Wouldn't it be great to
have a three-credithour course about
hunting?
The class could
study hunting from its
roots as a means of
survival to modernday applications in
which it serves as a
pure adrenaline rush.
r know there would be
at least one student
enrolled in this class if
it were offered here me.
Warren
One school offering
King
such a course is the Outdoor columnist
University of West
Virginia in Morgantown, a small rural
town. Murray can be compared to Morgantown quite easily since they share similar populations and landscapes. The university started offering this class when
many students began to express interest in
a hunting class.
The Tradition of Hunting course, for
which a federal grants provides funds to
pay the professors and for necessary
resources, began in 2005. Since then, 152
students have enrolled in the course. Most
of the students have been male, but two
females also have taken the course.
This class is not designed as a "how to"
class, nor is it a seminar of how to be a
more productive hunter. It doesn't give
insider tips on what hunting products to
use and how to use them - they save that
information for outdoor shows and expos.
Instead, the class teaches the background
and history of modern hunting.
It covers several topics: gun control,
animal rights, wildlife management, histo·
ry of the sport, hunter ethics. All of these
topics are a major part of hunting and
need to be taken into considerations by
anyone who plans to pursue game.
When hearing the words "gun control."
many 'people ·cring~· It remains a major r *
topic, and it should be covered completely. Many people think by putting forth gun
control laws, the government is trying to
take away citizens' Second Amendment
rights to bear arms.
In actuality, lawmakers have no problem with people owning guns for recreation like bunting and the various shooting
sports. What they are trying to accomplish
in their gun control laws is the regulation
of assault weapons along with armor
piercing bullets and certain hand guns.
The government just wants to protect its
citizens.
Hunter ethics are another biggie in my
book and great subject matter for a class.
What does ethics have to do with hunting?
Well, every person who enters the woods
to hunt needs to have good ethics.
A good example of hunting ethics would
be a hunter's decision of whether to
attempt a 500-yard shot at a deer in hopes
that he might possibly hit it. Most likely,
that kind of shot would be beyond a
hunter's range. Therefore, if a hunter uses
good ethics, he would probably pass up
such a shot because an inaccurate shot
might only wound the animal and cause it
unnecessary pain. An ethical hunter would
only shoot at animals within his range.
In another scenario, a hunter might see
a big doe, but it has two young fawns with
it. Do you harvest the doe and let the two
young fawns fend for themselves or do
you let all three walk past you to live
another day and help the herd grow and
prosper? An ethical hunter would let them
pass.
This class also would be great for nonhunters. It would give them an inside look
at what good hunters do for the environment and the entire ecosystem. It would
broaden their horizons to see that hunters
are not just brutally killing animals for
pure sport. but the venison could be used
as a food source for needy families.
A hunting class could also teach that
hunting is a tradition that should be preserved and passed to a new generation.
Above all, the class should present the
importance of conservation and that hunting can be a big part of that concept.
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Senior Alex Culbertson practices Wednesday afternoon at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Culbertson, from Salem, Ore., and the Racers travel to Tennessee Tech Sunday.
we just got to keep on tryin~; harder,
and we got a few more things to
work out before we get to the next
step."
The team has three chanct•s to
improve its quulifying .scMc.s before
preparing for the NCAA sectionals
two weeks after the Roger Withrow
Invitational. The sectionals will also
be in Murray at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range Feb. 10-U.
A week later, the team will travel
again to Martin. Tenn., to shoot in
the OVC Championships Feb. 18·19.
Jacksonville State is the defending
champion after dethmning the R.acers in 2005. Tennessee Tech is also a
~ontender with three titles to its
name.
After the OVC meet, the Racers
will have to play the waiting game to
sec if their scores arc good enough
to qualify them for the NCAA Champiunships.

oourtCS)' of MSUrowtng.com

The Murray State crew t eams have eight weeks to p rep are for its first contest M arch 12 against Grand Valley Stat e.

Rowers train in Louisiana for spring season
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdil/ard@thenews.org

Spending the second week of January in a posh bed and breakfast
house in the warm Louisiana climate
sounds like a relaxing break from
the mid-winter doldrums. But for
the Murray State rowing team. it
was no vacation.
The team traveled to Natchitoches. La., for its third annual win·
ter training trip two weeks ago.
However, it wasn't all hard work for
the Racers. as they enjoyed staying
at the Samuel Guy House, formerly
a plantation house that serves as a
bed and breakfast.
Among the luxuries the house
offered were a heated pool and spa,
coach Bill McLean said.
"We had the abllity to get an inn
that would allow us to have run of
the house," McLean said. "It was n
great opportunity for us and a very
affordable opportunity. I love it. It's
the third year we've been there, and
we plan on going back next year."
Rowers enjoyed the comfortable
living space the house provides and
favor it over other lodging options.
"It's a lot better than coming
home to a hotel room," sophomore
Karen Delaney said. "The town is
really pretty, too. It makes it a lot
easier coming back from break early
because the place we stay is so
nice."

A typical training trip day consist- house clean and livable. McLean
ed of a morning practice, lun~h said those tasks helped the team to
break, afternoon practice, dinner bond and learn valuable life skills.
and sleep. McLean said. Rowers got
"There was a lot of team interacup around 7 a.m. every day, ate tion," McLean said. "They learned
breakfast and spent two to three how to deal with one another our·
hllUrs practicing on the water. side of rowing and learned to trust
Morning practice consisted of doing each other to get things accom·
technical drills and rowing 12 miles plished."
on some days.
~
The return of Karen Oelaney. who
After morning practi~c. rowers was out with a knee injury that has
returned to the house for a 30· plagued her since early fall, served
minute core strength routine and an as a morale booster for the team
ab routine, McLean said. The team during the trlp, McLean said.
then took a three-hour rest period
"It's been difficult at times
before beginning afternoon practice because I have to do stuff on my
around 2 or 3 p.m.
own to get better, but it's definitely
During the evening, the team ate been worth it," Delaney said.
McLean said . it is important for
dinner together. played cards and
simply enjoyed each other's compa- the team to leave Murray and head
ny, sophomore rower Anna Brown south for its winter training trip
said.
· because of the adverse weather conMcLean said the trip was good for ditions that usually <1ftlict west Kenthe team because the rowers pro- tucky in January.
In Natchitoches, the team rowed
gressed physically and developed a
stronger sense of a team.
on the Cane River, which is much
Rowers enjoyed the time they got more narrow than Kentucky Lake
to spend wirh each other away from and is protected even when windy
Murray but welcomed the opportu· conditions strike, providing rowing
nity to get back in the swing of conditions Mclean described as
things after the holidays.
"wonderful.''
Since the team's return from
"lt puts you ba~k on the water
after being off the water for a month Louisiana on Sunday, the focus has
and a half," Brown said. "Sometimes shifted to the upcoming spring seadoing land practice workouts gets son. The team resumed normal
real tiring. It kind of renews the practices Wednesday and has
spirit of the team."
approximately eight weeks to preRowers were responsible for pare for its first cuntest March l2
preparing meals and keeping the against Grand Valley State.
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McLean said he · is also in the
process of trying to schedule a
March race against North Park, a
small school out of Chicago. •
The rowing team is racing earlier
and mon.' often this spring than it
ever has before in order to take the
program further, McLean said.
"One of the nice things about rac·
ing c.nrlicr is we get to see what we
have," McLean said. "We can really
identify what boats will be most
~:ompctitive. Grand Valley State is a
good program and that race will
help us identify some of our weak·
ncsses in March and still have eight
weeks to make corrections before
the Regional Championships."
Most wwe rs are excited about the
direction the program is taking and
lm!k forward to the increase in competition this spring.
"Coach McLean's done a really
good job of building the program
more and I think everybody's really
excited because we race just about
every weekend." Karen Delancy
said.
Other rowers share Delancy's
excitement but also harbor worries
over the extra class time they will
miss.
"The program definitely seems a
lot stronger this year," Anna Brown
said. ''Some pc'ople arc stressed
about it because of school reasons.
Some pcople..are real excited to face
more teams. I think it's a good
thing."
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Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-TMil comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Individual winter break workouts Sports Briefs••.
ready track teams for Saluki meet Racer great Popeye Jones earns degree
Murray State basketball's all-time
reboundcr and third-leading scorer
achieved yet another milestone as a Racer
in December. almost 15 years after leaving
MSU.
Ronald "Popeye" Jones, who helped put
Murray State basketball on the map, graduated from MSU last month with a bachelor's degree in independent studies with
an emphasis in occupational safety and
health.
"This is a big deal for me,'' Jones said in
a press release. "I always wanted to finish
college and wanted my degree to come
from Murray State. As a former Murray
State athlete, becoming an alumnus of the
school meant so much to me."
Jones, a native of nearby Dresden,
Tenn., thanked Murray State for taking a
chance on him and credited the university
with helping him to grow up.
"Murray State is a place that took a
chance on a 300-pound small-town boy
that many universities thought couldn't be
successful in basketball," )ones said. "It is
also the place where I met many great
friends, families and became a man."
Jones led the nation in rebounding as a
senior at Murray State in the 1990-91 season and fmished his Racer career with
2,057 points and 1,374 rebounds.
He was a three-time OVC Tournament

AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

For many students, the winter break primarily consisted of eating and sleeping, but the men's and women's track and field teams left school with homework
- physical homework.
Freshman Kristen Heckert and senior Megan
Rainville said Head Coach Dercck Chavis provided
each athlete with a workout packet that contained a
month's supply of daily workouts at the end of last
semester.
"We had a brc;~k, but we gave them some pretty
spl!cific workouts to do at home," Chavis said.
Chavis said he was aware some of his athletes
struggled to find motivation while at home over the
holidays, but the team members knew they had to
return prepared for opening weekend of the indoor
season.
Just four days into the new semester, the teams
will start their seasons with a two-day event beginning today at Southern Illinois University Carbondale. The Racers will compete against about 15 teams.
Because the recent holiday workouts have been
individual, Chavis said he will usc the meet as an
opportunity to evaluate his team's status.
"Right now, l'm using this meet to check everyone's fitness level and judge where people are to see
what we need to do to be able to compete at the end
of the season." Chavis said.
With 23 women and 18 men comprising the teams
- 10 women and 11 men competed last year - Chavis
thinks his team is filled with highlight athletes.
"I'm very enthusiastic about this year," Chavis said.
"The numbers are better and we haw new talent. I
think we're going to be in a much better position this
year than we were last year. As a team, we should
have a greater impact on the conference."
Freshman Alaina Zanin, the Racers' top cross
country runner last season. and Heckert, the team's
No. 2 runner, will each compete in this weekend's
meet. Also competing for the women's team in the
100-meter dash and the 200 is four-time high school
state champion freshman Brittany Jackson and fellow
four-time state champion freshman Maggie McKay
who will compete in the high jump.
For the men's team, junior John Gorey will lead the
Racers along with junior Chris Champion who will
compete in the shot put and the 35-pound weight
toss.
"Overall, right now I see this season as a process,"
Chavis said. "For this stage of the season, I have
expectations but those expectations will definitely
get higher as the season goes on."
• • ,.
Chavis's athletl'S say his high expectations arc what
transformed the croso; country and track and field
programs.
"It'.s changed so much since last year," Megan
Rainville said. "Last year, we had five people that ran
cross count'ry, four girls and one guy. We had sprinters to come up and fill the team so we had enough
people to score and complete the meet. Coach has

MVP and was named OVC Player of the
Year twice.
· Jones was drafted into the NBA as the
14th pick of the second round in 1992. He
went on the play a year in Italy before the
Mavericks signed him for the 1993-94 season.
He had his best NBA season in 1994·95
when he averaged a double-double, scoring 10.3 points per game and pulling down
10.5 rebounds per game.
Jones also played In Toronto for two
seasons, then spent one season in both
Boston and Denver and played two sea·
sons in Washington alongside Michael
Jordan.
He returned to Dallas for a season and
ended his NBA career with the Golden
State Warriors in 2004·05, playing only
five games due to injury.
Jones, who lives in Denver with his wife
and three children, said he now wants to
pursue a coaching career.
"After finishing my playing career at
MSU, which I call the third part of my
life," Jones said, "I'm, ready to start the
fourth part of my life, which would be
becoming a successful basketball coach."
Jones said that nothing he achieved on
the court compares to earning his college
degree and hopes more former MSU student-athletes will complete their degrees.

Dean's List names 62 student-athletes

Nathan Clinkenhcard/The News

Freshman runner Gordie Laster runs a simulated 60-meter-dash on the track Wednesday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.
tur.ned the whole program around."
Rainville said Chavis's impact has made the once
dreaded moments of track season more enjoyable.
"We look forward to practice because we actually
have a team and we can actually do something con·
structive," Rainville said.
The indoor season continues through Feb. 25 with
the Racers competing in several meets. Both teams
will compete in the lndiana Invitational in Bloomington on Jan. 28 and then go back to Carbondale for
.another Southern Hlineis Itwitatioul Flebv3oo4.
The Ohio Valley Conference Championships are
slated for Feb. 24·25 in Nashville hosted by Tennessee State, and the outdoor season begins three
weeks later.

With the Dean's List out for the fall
semester. 62 student-athletes found themselves making the cut with a 3.5 GPA or
better.
Out of the 62 earning Dean's List honors. 15 made a perfect 4.0 GPA. Women's
soccer was tops among all sports at Murray State, boasting 14 student-athletes
making the Dean's l.ist. The soccer team
also had four members earn a 4.0 GPA.
Baseball had nine earn the honor, No. 1
among malt! sports. Women's crew and
women's track and field both had six
named.

Those earning perfect 4.0 GPAs were:
Lauren Blessinger (women's soccer),
Rebekah Clay (women's soccer), Alex
Culbertson (rifle), Lauren Falls (women's
soccer), Lindsey Flowers (women's
crew), James Frazier (men's golf), Kalen
Gibson (baseball), Rachel Hopper (women's crew), Ashley Kelbough (women's
golO, Anna Lask (women's tennis), Tami
McQueen (women's tennis), Casady
Pruitt (women's tennis), Sara Struve
(women's soccer), Lauren Wilson (women's track and field) and Kevin Witbrodt
(rifle).

Scott earns second Newcomer award
Murray State junior forward Joi Scott
earned her second Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the Week honor last
week.
In the:..Racers' three games llltt week,
Scott averaged 21.7 points and 9.7
rebounds per game. She scored her third
double-double of the season against Ten·
nessec-Martin, scoring 21 and grabbing 12

rebounds. Against Southeast Missouri
State, Scott had 19 points and collected
nine rebounds.
She leads Murray State in points per
game. 11UNglng 21.9, rebounds per game
with 9.9, and blocks. averaging 1.6 blocked
shots per game. Scott earned her first
OVC Newcomer of the Week honor on
Dec.l9.

RACER BASKETBALL

DOUBLEHEADER
THURSDAY

- dAN. 26

LADY RACERS

vs.
TENNESSEE TECH

5:15p.m.
RACERS

vs.
TENNE·SSEE TECH

7:30 p.m.
All games held
at the Regional Special
,&vents Center

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
fumished apartments, each
With private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at

$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com

,
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Students commit to lifestyle changes
with New Year's resolutions
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmtcombs@thl!ntws.org

photos hy Am.wdo.~ Von Kannd/Thl• NPWI

Randa Gozum, sophomore from Jackson, Tenn., uses an elliptical machine at the wellness ceo. ter Monday night. Many students come to work off pounds acquired during the holiday season.

Whitney Shirley,
sophomore from
Clarksville, T enn.,
works her abdonimal muscles by
doing crunches on
an inflatable exercise ball.

·.!•
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'

\

Larry Miller, graduate student from Glasgow, works his arms
with push ups on one of m any strengthening m achines.

,.

Decadent dessL•rts, piles of potatoes and a few weeks of relaxation satisfy
those students longing for a taste of home, but it tends to pack on the pounds.
Those choosing to battle the bulge after the new year may rL•quirc a new regi·
men.
Jeff Frame, associate professor of nutrition, said students can make better
choices to help them shed the few pounds gained during the break.
"'A lower fat content cuts calories," Frame said. "Also, do not car in the few
hours before you go to bed."
He said dieters should drink a glass of water before a meal to reduce stomach
volume anJ to help satisfy hunger. To avoid binging. one should maintain a reg·
ular eating schedule.
judy Lyle, health t.'ducator and staff nur.sc at Health Services, sltid the first step
to health is to l'valuate diet and fitness level. Students may go to the wcllness
center to get a fitness assessment during which workers will test endurance
level. Body Mass Index and body fat percentage.
Nutrition assessments clln be accessed online at sites like ReaiAge.com. Lyle
said foodpyramid.gov is also a good way to evaluate a person's diet. The diet
listed 1ln the site can be modified for individuals for factors like age and lifestyle.
"Be careful because some corporate-sponsored sites may skew thl•ir results to
push pn)ducts," Lyle said. "Make sure sites are credible. ls the motive to sell or
provide information?"
Lyle recommends avoiding fad diets and saturated fats and limiting swel'ts.
Whole grains. fruits, and vegetables should be added to aid in weight loss. She
said there are no had foods, but some are better for the body. Moderation h. key.
Exercise is also a key to good health, Lyle said. On average. a person should
get 30 to 45 minutes of aerobic exercise four to five days a week.
"Walking is excellent exercise. it is iree, requires no special equipment, and
gets you out imo the fresh air," Lyle said. "Swimming is also great for people
with joint problems."
Lyle said anyone with an underlying medical condition. significantly over·
weight, engaging in vigorous exercise or embarking on an extreme lifestyle
change should cons-ult a physician.
7...1Ck Hobbs, facilities coordinator at the Susan E. Bauernfeind Student Recre·
ation and Wellncss Center, said the wellness center is busy the first three Wl'e~
after winter break because many students set new workout goals for the new
year.
" People come back and set unrealistic workout goals," Hobbs S<tid. "Eat
healthy. exercise and the weight will take care of it!':elf."
He said the body needs a day of rest per week to recover from rigorous cxcr·
cis e. Also, people should try not to take two days or more off in a row.
"Mixing in resistance exercise will aid in weight loss by boosting mcl::tbolism."
Hobbs said.
He said the exercise machines that burn the most calories are the Arc Train·
er, the treadmill and the elliptical machine. Push-ups, sit-ups and crunches work
the core, but arc often nverlooked. Group exercise is also an enjoyable way to
get cardiovascular exercise.
''It has to be an enjoyable workout in order for someone to stick with it,"
Hobbs said. "If you can make it through the first three weeks, rou will miss
working out if you skip because it makes you feel good."
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Voice-over talent unable to salvage fairy tale
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon
writes the movie reviews.
Computer animation and
fairy tales are the dominant
trends in animated cinema.
Films like Dream works' Academy A ward-winning "Shrek"
and Walt Disney Pictures'
"Chicken Little" struck box
officc gold with this formula brcnrhing new life and humor
into classic fairy tale characters.
In keeping with this methodology, Kanbar Entertainment's
"Hoodwinked" attempts to
reinvent the literary world of
Little Red Riding Hood and
turns the classic story into a
criminal mystery. However,
sometimes it's best to let sleeping wolves lie.
The citizens of the forest are
in an uproar as a mysterious
goody bandit continues to steal
the recipes from the woodland
creatures. In search of the culprit, the local authorities come
upon the home of legendary
goody guru Granny (Glenn
Close) after a domestic disturbance involving Red (Anne
Hathaway), an investigative

courtsey ot K.mb.u Entertainment

reporter wolf (Patrick Warburton)
and
a
bumbling
actor/woodsman (Jim Bclushi)
takes place.
Police begin questioning
each character to discover
what really happened that day
in the forest. Through questioning, the characters' stories
seem truthful and only further
support each others claims.
Still, hidden within each character's individual experience is

,

the true identity of the goody
bandit.
Cory
Edwards,
Todd
Edwards and Tony Leech cowrote and co-dir ected this
film. which spoofs ewrything
from Akira Kurosawa's samurai classic "Rashamon" to the
action sport espionage film
"XXX." Although this variety
sounds unique, these spoofs
only hinder the film's plot,
resulting in a large number of

cliched jokes that produce little more than a snicker.
The poorly developed story
further shames this would-be
comedy. Though fast-paced,
the film almost moves too fast.
No time is taken to let the audience really get to know the
characters with the exception
of a few quick scenes tHat seem
uneven and out of place. · •
The soundtrack of the film,
composed by Cory Edwards
and John Mark Painter. is
tedious and borderline obnoxious, mixing mundane, boring
vocals with face-paced techno
and electronic beats. Still,
some songs the cast performed
are uplifting and witty. This
diversity in the soundtrack
only adds further unevenness
to the film.
Despite the movie's numerous flaws, the talent of the
voice actors shines through.
Close's distinct vocals are one
of the only clements that gives
the character of Granny any
true dimension. Her voice conveys genuine innocence even
as Granny rides a snow board
through an avalanche.
Hathaway's solid and honest

portrayal of Red adds sass to
the character, making the most
of the film's othcrwise dull
script.
However, the most notable
performances in the fUm come
from Warburton and Belushi.
Warburton, most recognized
as Putty from "Seinfeld,"
makes the wolf a likable character with some of the most
memorable and humorous
lines in the film.
Belushi's performance as the
clueless actor-turned-woodsman is the only truly hilarious
thing in this film. He delivers
every single word with perfect
comedic timing and tone.
The other good aspect of the
film is the animation style.
Steering clear from the realism
associated with Pixar and
Dreamworks, the film's childish and amusing animation
conveys a less serious tone.
The characters also are
enjoyable to watch and very
well conceived through the
animation style. Each facial
expression and mowment is
done fluidly while maintaining
the comedic look. The environments and surroundings main-

tain this tone presenting the
fairy calc world as a funny,
lighthearted place.
Still, under all of the visual
and audio clements. "Hoodwinked" is not anything special. Younger viewers may
enjoy it as a whole, but older
viewer~ won't find the universal humor of other recent animated movies.
This film isn't worth anyone's box office do11ars
because of its lack of laughs
and uneven fashion of storytelling. This is one fairy tale
that never should have made it
to the big screen.

1 1/2 film $trips
Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the
box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion
Colleclion

Paducah theater screens off-beat films, old classics
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org
Going to the local cinema to see an
Independent ftlm or watching a classic film from Hollywood's golden age
on the silver screen is nearly impossible in Murray.
However, at Maiden Alley Theater,
Murray residents have another outlet
to experience rare films in a tradition;~! theater setting.
Jason Turner, the theater's creative
director, said the cinema first opened
its doors in 2001 thanks to the efforts
uf three nonprofit organizations.
Turner said the River Heritage Muse·
urn, the Paducah Film Society and
Seaman's Church Institute worked
together to build the theater as a
place to educate and inform the com• munity.
Throughout the week, Turner said

each organization uses the Maiden
Alley Theater. The River Heritage
Museum uses the movie theater to
show a short documentary on river
history while the Seaman's Church
Institute uses the space as a meeting
area.
He said having such a large venue
has allowed the Paducah Film Society
to better achieve its goals through
film.
''The mission is to use film to promote visual learning, create crosscultural awareness, promote film as
an art form and to provide entertainment," Turner said. "Our main th,ing
is to offer films that aren't available
(in this area)."
Turner said he helps choose the
films Maiden Alley plays each week.
These films range from limitedreleased films to foreign filins that
____. L - - I
many peop e otlierw1.se may never get
a chance to see.

---~----- This
• Albums

• Box Office

1. Unpredictable
Jamie Foxx
2. The Breakthrough
Mary J. Blige
3. Curtain Call: The Wts
Eminem
4. First Impressions of Earth
The Slrokes
s. Some Hearts
Carrie Underwood

1. Glory Road

Source: Billboard.com

2. Hoodwinked
3. Fun With Dick and Jane
4. Memoirs of a Geisha

s. Cheaper by the Dozen II

Aside from new films. he said the
theater offers a wide variety of older
films in its classic serit;s and older
critically acclaimed family films for
its children's series.
Since the theater has one screen,
Turner said it allows the film committees to spend a greater amount of
time choosing their ftlms to play.
"That is one of the good things,"
Turner said. "We get to be really
picky... and if it wasn't good, we
wouldn't bring it in."
Holl>' King, president of the Paducah Film Society, said some ofthe most
successful films the theater has
shown include "March of the Penguins," "Sideways" and "Road to
Perdition."
King said the success of these klnds
of films helps the nonprofit theater
afford smaller inde'pendent projects.
She sa1U he theater is not limited to
showing Holl>•wood studio-licensed

independent films or blockbusters.
"We offer an outlet for fulks to see
independent films ... films they
wouldn't normally sec at the multiple" in the mall," King said. "We also
try to support independent filmmakers in our area and give them a place
to show their fllms."
Last August, King said the theater
hosted the first annual River's Ed~e
Film Festival to showcase locally
made ftlms and others from across
the globe.
Although the films at Maiden Alley
are usually diverse, she said viewers
will not be disappointed in the selected films.
"I think that frrst of all going to the
movies should be fun and you should
enjoy it," King said. "I think that is
what we are trying to achieve."
She said the contributions from
these filmfuakers have helped lead to
the success of the theater. Still, a lot

of people helped it grow and flourish.
"Our box office only accountc; for
60 percent of our entire budget," King
said. "Part of our budget is donations
.and (other contributions). The other
part of the theater is ... volunteers."
She said the theater is always looking for volunteers who are willing ro
donate time to selling tickets or
refreshments.
According to the Web site,
www.maidcnalleycinema.com, the
orgat.ization is always accepting
donations through its membership
program. The site also indicates the
awards for becoming a member
including special tilm showings, discounts and fre~ movie tickets.
It also includes a list of show times
for fllms that is updated weekly. For
additional information on Maiden
Alley Cinema or on how to become
involved with the theater call (270)
442-7723.

Week in Entertainment- - - - - • SOD§S

• DVD

• Books

• Web site

LGrillz
Nelly featuring Paul Wall, Ali
and Gipp
2. Runltf
Chris Brown
3. Ch eck On It
Beyoncc featuring Slim Thug
4. Don't Forget Ab out Us
Mariah Carey
s. Photograph
Nickel back

L W eddlng Crashers
(Widescreen )

1. The Hostage
W. E. B. Griffin
2. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
3. S Is for Silence
Sue Grafton
4. Mary, Mary
James Patterson
S. Every Breath You Take
Judith McNaught

mygoals.com

Source: Billl>oard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

2. Transporter 2

3. Bustle and Flow
4. Wedding C rashers (Full
Screen)
S. The Lon gest Yard

Source:

Bestbu~·.com

Source: nytimes.com

Millions of Americans spend
the month of January attempting tu keep (and often breaking) New Year's resolutions.
Mygoals.com offers step-bystep plnnning to help users
keep up with g-oals in areas
ranging from fitness and
health to career and academics. More popular goal selcctions already have premade
plans ready for users to get
started.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Ford GT 1413 brand lll'W. Bla'k with
silver and all factory options. Only 2J
rnilcs. Sl&S,SOO. Ask for Gene at I·
888-781·1 000

------

SAWMillS trom only S2.7951 Convert
your I OGS TO VALUABL[ lUMBFR
with your Norwood portable bund
sc1wmill. Log Skidders also ,wc~ilable.
www.norwoodlndustries.com Fr(•(•
information:
1·800-578-1363
e~t.lOON ,

FincJ Afford,thle rental hou~ing on
www. KyRe>ols.org! Free searching,
free li~tlng~! Provided by the Kentucli:y
Hou~ing Corporation, Equal Housing
orportun.tr:_
Locallntt~rnct Access. Serving all Ken·
lucky. www.EKNS.net. Be onlint• in S
mini No credit card needed. Email
virus _prote<..tion. 1-877-796-02119
Atl('nlton

llorneowners: Display
llomP~ want~'<! for vinyl siding· win·
dow~- roofs- kitchens. Guarantt•E•d
finandng! No payments until June
200fl. Starting at $99 month. Call I·
1100-251-0843
Wood Working business for ~le. Over
200 existing custome~. Equipment
includes: Paint booth. C&C Router,
Air-fort·ed chop saw & much more!
Call 877-664-4244

HELP WANTED
Rolla's Place The Wholesome Cafe
Apply Now! Opening Feb. lsi Location 615 South 12th street. Cont.lct
Rolla (270) 767-1717 for intel'\liew
JOIN THE SOUTH WOODS WAY
AND HAVE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
Southwoods is a co-ed residential
children'~ camp in the Adirondack
Mounta.in) of New Yortc • Soulh~oods
is seeking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENER·
<\ETIC, AND FUN-LOVING individuafw to make a ~sitive impact on aa
cliild's life. Posttions are available in

the areas of: cabin specialists, athletics, out-door adventure, crf'ative and
performing arts, water sporh, illld
much more! Benefits or ~or&.ing at
Southwoods include Salary, Travel,
Room, Board, laundry, and much
more! For more information and to
complete 1lll application please con·
tact us... www.soutbwoQm,(QOl _l888·449-3357
~----~

Non·Profit Exchange Program ~<.>ek~ PT
Coordinator to place and monitor for·
t·ign exchange students. Compctitlw
compensation with inl~.>rnational trip
incentives. Fax resume:. (636)2572409; www.erdtcentrai.org
Police Office~: Train in law pnforocmcnt. HS Grads 17-34. Great pJ)'•
i:xoncfits. Must relocate. Call M-F 800·
284·6289.
Sales· Attention Life & Health Agl•nts.
$1,000 to $2,000 a Wl'l'k. fraining
provided. Preset appointments or
unlimited leads. Call Steve CP 8b6·
224-8450 ext. 1203,;_.-~~1\.s a Class A Driver, you're looking for
one thing: Miles! Drive wrth J wmpa·
ny that has the freight to kevp you runntng· and starts you out at 37 to 40
cpm. Assigned trucks. full btonP.fil\,
home-time you can count on. EOE.. l
me» exp req. 1-877-452·562~
Delta Trudung School: Accepting
Train('\.'S for Werner. Swift, CR Eng·
land, others! 16 day COL! SO down,
\tudenl financing! Tuition rt'imbuN!·
mt•nt avail. Job p!acem<'!nt as\i, MonSun 1-800-883-0171x6
DnvN: B£ HOME every wl't!kt'ndl
And, 1-2 times/ wN•kl f.<Jrn up to
$50,000 first year! Regional flatbed
Deliveries. Class-A CDl and 6 months
tractor/ trailer experience f('(!Utrcd.
Wabash Valley Transport,ltion, Inc.
800-246-6305, ww\v.wvtonllnc.rom
Driver- Covenant Transpon. hccllent
pay & bt>nefib for Experienced Dri·
vers. 010. Solos, Teams & Graduate
Students. Bonuses Available. Refrlgcr-

ated now available. llllll·MORE PAY
(888-667-3729)
Orher- KNIGHTTransr,>r.talinnt! Nt.'W
Year!! New Pa) Raise.!! New to Gently used equipment. NCY.· trailer tracking system. Never look for ;1 trailer
ag.,in. Weekly home tim!!. 888-3464639. www.knighttrans.rom. Class-A
COU 6 months OTR.
Drlver- Mone~ & Home I irne: 2 night~
in 7 days- Take Hom<' More: $2,750
Si~n-On Bonus "P<>r diem fl.IY 'Orien·
1a11on pay •Quarterly bonu~•!s. GET:
Benefits •1 st ol month <Jflt•r JO dJys.
Net.-·d CDL-N 6 mos OTR. JOC Logis·
ticS, 877-687-5627 (7 day~ Wt'P~
Driver- Now Hiring qualified dnvers
fOJ OTR positions. food grade tanker,
no hazmat, no pumps, great benefits,
competrtive p.t)' & new equipment.
1'-iecd 2 yea~ ex~nence. Call Bynum
Transport for )'OUr upportuntty lodJy.
800-741-7950
Drlwr, Owner OpN~Iors, romp.lny:
Avt.>rage S 1.30/ mile. I lome week·
end~. during week. No forct•d dis·
p.1t<:h. Plate program. Oldt•r trucks
welcome. Quick start. Call Max Jt
T& n 1-800-511-0082
Drivt'fr Check out the Changes! No
experiencel :-io Problem! COl Training available. 100% tUilion reimbursement. Top trainee pay! 'o\'WW5wiftTruckingJobs '.?.?' 1·800·231·S209
DRIVERS: Find J NEW Dedicat•'tl JOB
for
thE'
NfW
YFAR
.11
www.HotDDI.com. Spend mort.! lime
at home In 20061 Se.uch jobs and
rnler online to win n flnl.tris ATV &
Other priz.e. HPur ,1hout job~ Jnd
enter by phone ~888-42:1·8446:
Driveb- Guaranteed home .,..t>ek~;>nds,
Sign-on bonus. up to 44cpm starting.
1st year $50,000+, New trucks comIng. No slip seattng, Experience
required. 800-441-4271 ext.KY·!_OO
Driver:>- St'm1 OTR Top P•'Y for experi·
coce, benetits, quality horne lime plu~

Reeier Regional and Dcdi<;atcd positions for upper Midwe~t. u.lil BUSKE
1-800-879-2486 x286
Driver$- SEMI· OWNER Operators!
Eam up to $1.41 per mile. Free base
plat~. permits, Quai·Com. No touch
treight! Drivl.'rs, Check us out. 1·800879-2486 xl86
Nu Experirnce- No Job??/ No Prob-

lem!!! COL Trainlr1g· Job Plan'mellt.
$740-$940 Wk.· No money down.
Lodging- Meals· lran~porto~tion. Hiring in your ,m•a today! 1·877-5543800
Regional Driver· Get I lome, Get Paid.
Excellent Benefits, Class A COL and 1
year TIT experience needed. NO Hazmat required. OTR Available. Get
West Side Transport, 80(.).&77-5627,
'w..w.westsidetranspo~

There are no LayotT~ in Trurking. Train
in your backyard. CR England is hiring
in your are.1. Compuny spon$ored
training avail.,~ble. Call Today! 1-800398-9908

EDUCATIONAL
Airline Mechanic- Rapid Tratning for
high paying Aviation CMcer. fM predicts .;evero shortage. Financial A•d if
qualify- Job placement assistance. Call
AIM 888-149-5387.
Earn Degree online from home "Medical, •susJO(~s. •P.~ralegal, •computers, •Criminal lustke. Job plcltement
assistance. ComputN provided. Finan·
cial aid If qualify. www.onlinctld<'watertech.com (866)858-2121

HEALTH
Family Hf'ahhcare w/prt-scrlption
plan! $69.95/mo. Nationwide Cover·
age. No limitations. Includes: Docto~.
Dental, Vision, Hosp. & o\1ore. Everyone accepted! Call: WCG 800-288·
9114 ext.l332

TRAVEL
ill S,prin& Bruk Wcbsitt! low prices

guaranteed. Free Mnls & Fref'
Drinks. Bool< 11 ~.get 12th trip
free! Croup discounts for 6+
www.Sprin&B-rukniJwunu.tnm or
www.Leiwrlifwn.cilm or 800-838·
8202.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Day5 From $299! Includes
Meals, TalCes, Entry To E~dusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Cf'lebrities
As Seen On Rf'al World, Road Rules!
On Campus Rf'pi Net><kodl Promo code
44 -.springBreakTravel.com 1·
8()0.678-6386
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $4991 Travel With America's
~ &Ethics Award Winning Spring
Breik Company! fl) Schedured Airtines, Free mealt, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Patti~! On-Campus Ma'r&.eting Reps Nef'dt'd! www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6:186

MISC.

WE COULD USE
YOUR TALENT!
Now Accepting
Applications for

news writers
sports writers
graphic designers
ad designers
photographers
If interested stop by
111 Wilson Hall or
call 762-4468.

Reach over 1 million r~;:,1dt•rs with one
call! Contact the cld~>lfied dt:'f'Mtment
of this newspaper or call KPS at 1·502223-8821 (or more informc~tion aboot
placing a 2S·word cl:hslficd in 70
newspapers for only 5250.

SSCASHSS lmmedo.,~tt~ Cash (nr ~true
lured !K'ttlcmcnh, Jonuiltes. law suit,
mortgage notes & w~h flows. )G
Wentworth oil l-800·794-7J1 0.
CHERRY BLOSSOM COl F A:--10
COUNTRY Cl L'B, Georgetown. Golf
Oigest vot!'d u~ hrsl pl.1ce~ to pldy
2004! Join us for vour nt'xt round/out·
iog. Stx-'\':ial Membershrp available.
502-570-984q!
Visit www.theoews.org for up-to-date
information on the latest new~ from
Murray State Unive~lty and the surroundtng •rca.

IISCIIEI TIE IIlii

· ONLINE .

DISPlll ADVERnSINI
thenews.org
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'Vagina Monologues' returns to campus
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

More than 260 people walked through
the pink walls of a vagina last Valentine's
Day to experience Eve Ensler's "The Vagina Monologues." This year, they will have
the opportunity again.
The show premiered at Murray State in
the Curris Center Theater in 2005, complete with an artificial vagina adorning the
entrance.
The string of true monologues, portraying numerous women and their experiences, will reappear this year in the
Wrather Museum Auditorium.
Brittany Goodenough, sophomore from
Huntsville, Ala., and Kristen Rankin,
senior from O'Fallon, Ill., co-direct the
show.
"It deals with different women's issues,
ranging from being raped to finding your
clitoris to just ... discovering being a
woman," Rankin said .
The directors say ''The Vagin;1 Monologues" benefits audiences because it
addresses ignored subjects and important
issues usually considered taboo.
"I think "' it's shocking to bear the word
'vagina,"' Rankin said. "People don't want
to talk about that. It sort of opens up a way
to discuss different things happening with

women, and I think that on a college campus, especially, there are women here who
are still afraid and stiU closed up and don't
want to talk about women's issues."
The directors said the production
imparts power because the performance
engulfs the audience. The stories cause
people to laugh, cry and chant "cunt" with
the actor~.
Both Rankin and Goodenough became
involved with ''The Vagina Monologues"
because the piece changed their lives, giving them senses l)f empowerment.
"It was n big catalyst in my whole discovering the feminist within because
growing up in a southern Baptist household, you know, you don't hear about the
· vagina," Goodenough said. "h's all
hushed."
Positive feedback from last year seemed
very encouraging, and organi1ers expect
more of the same response this year.
''fm really excited about the people we
have cast and the parts that we have been
cast for, so I think that it's going to be really positive," Goodenough said.
Although the script is the same, Rankin
and Goodenough assure this year's performance will differ greatly from its predecessor. The 20-woman cast contains mostly Enslcr rookies who bring new interpretations to the material.
"When people interpret it differently

and maybe, you know, use a different
accent, they get into the character differently," Rankin said. "It's a completely different experience."
This year's rendition also will feature
new pre-show activities. Rankin and
Goodenough are contemplating creating a
wall on which male audience members
can trace their hands. pledging themselves
against violence toward women.
They also might ask rhe female members to share period stories, addressing
one of the more avoided discussion topics
in society. This contrasts to last year's
introduction during which the cast
answered hypothetical questions. such as
what their vaginas would wear if vaginas
could wc;tr clothes, or wh;~t they would
say if they could speak.
The show serves as a fundraiser for the
Women's Center, with prices being $5 for
general admission and $3 for students.
There will also be a silent auction before
the show.
w'l'he Vagina Monologues" opens on
Valentine's Day again, but the directors
have added another performance Feb 17.
Rankin and Goodenough hope people
will attend the show ready to throw out
preconceived opinions, prejudices and
reservations aside and discuss the topics of
this plain, honest collection of stories.
SaiJ Rankin: "Open minds welcome."

Jane Etheridge, Women's Center director, performs
'~e Flood' in the 2005 performance of 'The Vagina
Monologues.' The proceeds from the production
were donated to the Women's Center.

Cehter fosters creative musical groWth in community, promotes education
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

ft is an unfortunate fact of life - we
can't all be celebrities. Most who
dream of rock stardom in their youth
will, sadly, never win a Grammy or
hear one of their songs in rotation on
the radio.
Fame and fortune aside, finding a
place to foster creative energy and
hone talent sometimes seems as
impossible as hitting the big time. For
area musicians, however, just such a
place now exists, and Murray State's
continuing education program is
largely to thank.
The new Sonbrwriter Development
- Center is the brainchild of Rick Scott,
creative director, and Janet Miller, codirector. Scott, former drummer with
the country group Alabama, began
teaching a continuing education
course on songwriting at the University in October. Miller was a litudent
in the course's first month-long session.

A newspaper ad sparked Miller's
interest in the course.
"I have been writing music for
about three and a half years and was
always_ encouraged by other people to
continue and keep writing," Miller
said. "1 thought this class would be
like validation. If I'm really meant to
be a songwriter after this. I'll know."
She said the environment Scott fostered was invaluable to the writing
process.
"The people who were in his first
class, they wanted that creative energy to continue," Miller said. "There
were other people in the class who
felt the same wa)· I did. We didn't
know what to do next, or as far as getting our music published."
As the class was coming to an end,
Miller and Scott came together and
set. the wheels in motion on what
would become the Songwriter Development Center.
Scott said the Murray community is
ripe for a creativ~: opportunity such a!I
this.
"There is so much local talent, and

those people don't have an outlet for
their music," Scott said. "They can
write it and play it in their living
room, but then they're saying 'Now
what?' Now what do I do?'
"The opportunities that arc here I
think are unbelievable because of the
college. There's an energy. People are
motivated. I'm learning slowly 'but
surely that there Is a lot of talent in
western Kentucky."
Meeting on Monday nights from 6
to 9 p.m. in the library annex, the ccn·
ter is in its earliest stages of growth.
Though it has no permanent physical
space, Miller and Scott are actively
seeking grants and funding to make a
facility possible. Scott said it is still
early to make any solid comments on
the future.
"I have many (goals for che center)," Scott said. "This could be a long
list. I see it as a venue for the community as a whole. It's for those that arc
interested in writing, those that've
never written n song in their life hut
have kind of wanted to.
"It's open for veteran songwriters

as well, singers, players, people who
want to learn about the publishing
business, or understand the royalties
system, how that works, how to market. Ilopcfully when we get everything off the ground we can offer
some concerts for the community."
Ed Bmcc recorded Scott's first original song, "Just Along for the Ride,"
when Scott W<IS 16. After Scott's work
with Alabama, he spent his career
writing, playing the drums and traveling with several other artists and
bands.
One of the most invaluable aspects
of his experience on the road and in
the industry was being surrounded by
so many talented performers.
"I was a young 'guy, the youngest in
the band. and I got a lot of wonderful
influences," Scott said. "The people
we were associated with and the people we were working with, I had a lot
of wonderful influences going on at a
very early age. The contacts that were
made during that period were rc.-ally
valuable."
Those contacts will serve an excel-

lent resource for the center, as Scc.m
hopes to invite publishers, performers, record industry veterans, A anJ R
executives and other experts to lead
discussions and offer advice.
Scott compared the possibilities for
musical growth in Murray to the
explosive growth in the music scene
in Austin, Texas, in the past decade.
..I see Murray as being like the next
Austin," he said. "If you build it, they
will come."
The center is open to all ngl'S and
levels of skill, from beginner and professional. Janet Miller said her ultimate hope is to see as muc.h collaboration and co-writing as possible.
"We're excited about it." Miller
said. "It's going to bring recognition
to this area :md the local talent we
have here. We've had gospel writc,s.
rock writers. blues, country. contemporary. It's really been an eclectic
group."
For more information on the Songwriter Development Center, visit
www.songwritcrdevelopmcntcentcr.c
om.
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